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The most important
article we've ever run.

We of the page one
accountants, office, discredits column. The
tribution or subscriptions
authors and illustrators.
staff are paid.
And the people in Friends
Our travel and teleof the Earth groups, other phone expenses have been
community organisations subsidised for our 28
and shops around
editions by Friends of the
Australia who under
Earth Australia. Suppletake the crucial work ments and full-colour
of getting the magazine ·covers a~e sponsored by
into your hands.
co~mumty grol!~s and
We now sell over umons. A~vertising in5000 copies per edition come, has !nc_reased, but
but everi after seven theres a l~mited num~er
years' publication we of non-~exist, non-racist
are still unable to
advertisements around.
do all we'd like.
The f~ee labour. 'Fhe sponsorships. Even with them
the lack of resources stops
This is no ordinary magus from doing the job you
azine. It doesn't make
want
of us.
profits. It doesn't seek to.
The
cover and subChain Reaction is not pubscription prices have gone
lished to sell you products
up, but distribut~rs take $1
or con you with illusions
for every magazme they
of comfort. We try to let
you know of things you·
Or~ typewriter or a photo- sell. We beg and borrow
may otherwise not hear.
copier.
whenever we can.
It's important to
No writers, illustBut uranium mining
un~erstand what's really
rators, layout artists,
proceeds.
gomg on out there. We
Continued over.
want to find solutions to a
large number of problems.
We think you do too.
Be it seed patenting,
energy programmes,
developments that threaten
jobs and the environment
wilderness, or the land '
rights struggle we want to
explain the issues and
show the potential for
action.
So we produce Chain .
Reaction ... voluntarily.
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The Bodyhuggers
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Our exciting !format frame is constructed
from twin aluminium strips moulded into
double thickness karrima t material with extra
protective padding. It fits into a special frame
,xx:ket and is additional to the chevronstitched padded back.
The /format can be shaped to fit you
personally. It enhances the superb comfort of
the "bodyhuggers" and, coupled with the
precisely located harness attachment points,
e nsures maximum stability in action. It's tough ,
malleable and doubles as a bivi seat

';

OUTDOOR AGENCIES . P T Y. LT D.
148 Queen St reet .
Alexandria . N.S W. 2015
Phone . (02) 699-7698 , 698-3860 .
For further details . con tact Dept K
... or visit your nearest

ka rrimor specialist dealer

The Haston Couloir is a new rucsac built to
the same high standards as the Haston
models. It offers the backpacker and crosscountry skier all the be nefits of a bodyhugging
climbing sac, whilst still providing the special
features required for these activities.
* Twin bodypockets * Side profile straps.
* Extra pocket facility * Extending flap
(Co uloir 6 ) * Bivi extensio n (Couloir 6)
* Camera pocket on flap * Wing hip belt.
* Re movable /format Fra me * Made in
KS-lOOe ... the material developed for
rucsacs by karrimor.
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Just some of the Chain Reaction
Melbourne team:
·
From left : Mark Carter, Robyn Carter,
Jonathan Goodfield, Leigh Holloway,
Richard Shelton, Linnell Secomb Tim
Darling, Judy McDougall, Jill Ta,ylor.
Mark Cole. Peter Gravier, Bess Secomb,
Candy Strahan.
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We are serious about
the need for you to give
money. How about giving
the equivalent of a day's
pay or 10% of a mont-li's·
wages or some other generous amount? Please
examine your priorities
for spending. Isn't there
some sizable amount you
can re-direct?

Gift
subs
Give some friends an
unexpected surprise.
Give us a surprise.
Send us $8 and we'll
send Chain Reaction
to a friend.
If every subscriber
and Friends of the Earth
member were to give a
friend this gift . .

And ads

Not
enough
~"o~ to improve
~
or grow. To
~"~"'
have more
impact we want
to do both.

So we goto
the people•••
We are convinced that
there are thousands of
people interested in the
issues Chain Reaction
reports, but who have yet
to complete a subscription
coupon or join a Friends of
the Earth group. They
pour into the str~ets ro.r
anti-nuclear ralhes, Join
diverse community groups.

...tor, hie

susta1na .
Chain React10n
There are a number of
ways we can reach them.
A number of ways we can
convince them that Chain
Reaction is worth buying:
• Through better articles
Chain Reaction

Over 1.8 000 people read
each edition of Chain
Reaction. About half are in
some area of professional
work. Support from advertisers is very necessary
for the magazine to maina donation to Chain
Reaction. Send it direct to
us or to the Australian
Conservation Foundation
with a request that they
make an equivalent
donation to Chain Reaction.
This way your donation is
tax deductible. Put it in
the mail to reach the ACF
by 30 June 1982 and you
can claim it on this year's
tax return.
Be imaginative.
You-may have some
shares that could be sold,
or an inheritance that
you'd like to spread
around. Even if you are
writing your will please
give the magazine some
thought.

larlalff.

To help get Chain Reaction
to more people we have
decided to start multiple
copy subscriptions. Five
copies for each edition can
be sent to you for a year
for just $26.
Please. Like most magaSchools, libraries and
zines we have trouble with other non-profit organispeople forgetting to renew ations can save $14.

Renewals

We need your help.
If we are to do the job you

expect of us.

Thanks

Mark Carter,
Leigh Holloway,
Linnell Secomb
Chain Reaction

Rip out
th1Spage
Post this to: Chain Reaction,
Room 14, Floor 4, 37 Swanston Street,
Melbourne, Vic 3000.
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for the next eight editions - $16
(individuals and non-profit
groups) or $40 (commercial
organisations)
D

I
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D Please send me five copies of each

of the next four editions of Chain
Reaction - $26 (schools, libraries
... anyone).

Hello from: (Name) _ _ _ _ __
of (Address) _ _ _ _ _ _ __
_ _ _ _ _ _ (Postcode) _ _ __

1.Donation

I want to support Chain Reaction's
work. Here is a $
donation.

I

4.Gift

I

subscriptions

I

D Please send Chain Reaction's next

four editions, as a gift from me, to:
(Name)
of (Address) _ _ _ _ _ _ __
_ _ _ _ _ _ (Postcode) _ __

2. My subscription
Please. a~d m~/us t~ Chain Reaction's
subscription hsts (give
name above)
D for the next four editions - $8
(individuals and non-profit
groups) or $20 (commercial
organisations)

..
5. Advert1S1ng
Please send me Chain Reaction's
'Information for Advertisers' sheet.
Tick here _ _
Enclose cheque to Chain Reaction.

Chall, Reacttan

I
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3.Multiple
subscriptions

cR1
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donations

Post this to:
Australian Conservation Foundation,
627B Glenferrie Road, Hawthorn,
Vic 3122.
Enclosed please find a cheque for
Chain Reaction

to the ACF, which I prefer
be passed to Chain Reaction as a
grant.

$

Hellofrom: (Name)
of (Address)
_ _ _ _ _ _ (Postcode) _ __
Enclose cheque to Australian
Conservation Foundation.
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How could this uranium
ALP URANIUM POLICY deposit cause an election in
Which factions might attempt South Australia?
to undermine present uranium
policy at the ALP national
conference in July?
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dollars, locals lose a unique
environment and energy
reserves.
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w o w1 11 give a 11 possible assistance.
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g::i~:i~!~~~fp ~~~? c_opy. We hdo not h~ve sufficient resources and people to retur~
appear in early September 1982.
mgmg out t e magazine better and faster. The spring edition will
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RecYcling
campaign
Friends of the Earth (FOE) Collingwood
has recently established a recycling campaign. The aims are:
• the introduction, in Victoria, of
deposit legislation along the lines of the
Beverage Containers Act now operating
successfully in South Australia, to reduce
the amount of litter generated by making all beverage containers returnable;
• the removal of economic and structural barriers which are facing councils
in their efforts to establish municipal
waste-recycling centres;
• the encouragement of recycling of
all items which can be reused or remanufactured at a net gain in terms of
energy and resources compared to making the item from new materials;
• the furthering of resource conservation in all areas of society.
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Dear Friends of the Earth

I

Please

f

fee of$. . . . . . . .

I

Name..

I

find

I
I

membership

j

(as per rates below).

j

enclosed

my

. . . . . . . . . . . .

Making all drink containers returnable would create new jobs at no cost
to the community by using funds now
thrown away on one trip containers.
Pollution and energy consumption
would be reduced . Roadside litter
would be visibly reduced. Beach and
roadside clean-up costs should be
reduced by at least 25% after a beverage
containers act has been in operation a
short time. More important. perhaps is Contact: Richard Nankin, Recycling Camthe fact that in South Australia domestic paign, FOE Collingwood. See address below.

FOE·Brisbane
Since 'regrouping' in January this year,
Friends of the Earth (FOE) Brisbane
has raised itself above the general
Queensland political morass, thanks to
the generous financial support from
FOE Australia via the FOE national
conference.
So far this year our activities have
included a membership drive and the
development of a bimonthly film programme. We are in the process ·of
employing coordinators to increase our
effectiveness as the only radical ecology
group in Brisbane. Oc_casional pap~rs on
various current envuonmental issues
including animal welfare, rainforests,
and plant patenting are being written
for inclusion in educational kits.
After holding a successful film night
on the land rights issue, FOE Brisbane
has met with other groups who are

organising protests against the black
land rights legislation and the Commonwealth games. We will be involved in
campaigns linking these and pointing
out how the games are being used to
promote Queensland to investors while
denying our basic civil rights.
FOE Brisbane meetings are organised
on a cooperative basis where the aim is
for consensus decision-making. Where a
consensus cannot be reached a nonbinding vote is taken and if there is
still strong enough feeling among some
of the members against the majority
view they may pursue the issue under
minority rights provisions. The aim in
organising this way is to promote freedom of speech which is not possible
under normal majority voting procedures.
FOE Brisbane membership rate is
$15 per year, with a concession rate
for unemployed, pensioners, and low
income earners of $10.

I

Friends·of the Earth Groups
Research Action Centre, Monash University,
BLUE MOUNTAINS 94 Waratah St,
. Clayton,._ Vic 3168 (03)541 0811 ext3141
Address.
. . . . . . . . . . . .
Katoomba, NSW 2780 (047) 82 2701
NORTHERN YORKE PENINSULA
BRISBANE PO Box 667, South Brisbane,
c/- Valinor, 734 Moonta Mines, Moonta,
Old 4101 (07) 44 1616 AH
.
SA 5558 (088) 25 2813
BURNIE PO Box 350, Ulverstone, Tas 7315
OAKLEIGH 1 /7 Monash St, South Oakleigh,
Postco~e . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CANBERRA 17 De Burgh St, Lyneham,
Vic 3164 (03) 579 4302
ACT 2602 (062)478868
PERTH Office - 537 Wellington St, Perth,
Telephone . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - . . .
j COLLINGWOOD 366 Smith St, Collingwood, WA 6000 (09) 321 5942 Shop - 373 Oxford St
Vic 3066 (03)4198700
Mount Hawthorn, WA 6016 (09) 444 6017
DARWIN PO Box 2120, Darwin, NT 5794;
PORT PIRIE.PO Box 7, Port Pirie, SA 5540
Shop 6, Simply Foods Arcade, The Mall,
Membership fees: New South Wales and
(086) 34 5269
Victoria $15 (or $7.50 students, unem_ployed
Darwin NT 5790 (089)816222
RYDE 18 Kokoda St, North Ryde,
and vensioners). Qµeensland $15 (or $10 ,. EL THAM PO Box 295, Eltham, Vic 3095
NSW 2113 (02) 88 2429
students, unemployed_anq_ pensioners). Other
(03)4359160
SOUTH AUSTRALIA 310 Angas St, Adelaide,
states and temtories $10 or what you can
GLEN WAVERLEY 1092 Whitehorse Rd,
SA 5000 (08) 223 6917, (08) 223 5155
afford. Chain Reaction is sent free to all memBox Hill , Vic 3128 (03)881610
SYDNEY 101 Cleveland St, Chippendale,
bers of Friends oi the Earth and some groups
HOBART 102 Bathurst St, Hobart, Tas 7000
NSW 2008 (02) 698 4114
also send members newsletters and provide
(002)345566
UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA
discounts at their bookshops. Enquire from · LA TROBE UNIVERSITY c/- The SRC,
Guild of Undergraduates, University of
your local FOE group. Make cheques payable · La Trobe University, Bundoora, Vic 3083
Western Australia, Nedlands, WA 6009
to Friends of the Earth and post to the group 1· (03) 479 2977
CHAIN REACTION Room 14, Floor 4,
nearest you - see list at right. Donations are
37 Swanston St, Melbourne, Vic 3000
•very welcome. Contact us for details on how j MITCHAM 17 Beleura Ave, Vermont,
(03) 63 5995, and 101 Cleveland St,
to make tax deductable donations to FOE.
· Vic 3133 (03) 874 6099
MONASH UNIVERSITY Community
Chippendale, NSW 2008 (02) 698 4114
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litter has been reduced by about 25% by
weight and 35% by volume within a
year of the South Australian Beverage
Containers Act being implemented with
concurrent saving to councils in tipspace required, and in garbage collection
costs.
Action: Send donations to the Recycling
Campaign, c/- FOE Collingwood. Read
The Packaging Rip-Off, a recently produced broadsheet available from your local
FOE group. Contact your local council and
inform them of your approval of municipal
waste-recycling programmes. Write a letter
to your local MPs in the Legislative Assembly and Legislative Co~ncil ou_tlining your
feelings about wasteful packaging and supporting a beverqge containers act for Victoria.
Add your name to petitions in favour of
recycling programmes and deposit legislation now being circulated in the community. See if your local milk bars and healih
food shops are willing to place these petitions
in a prominant place in their stores, for
mailing to MPs when they 're filled.

I
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forces in the Pacific?
Report for 1979 shows that
Doesn't the Australian
one of the Foundation's
Labor Party see renunciation
governors was Coca-Cola and
At the last meeting held by
of ANZUS as electorally unthat financial contributors to
the Federation of Aboriginal viable?
the Foundation included
Land Councils, the Tasmanian
How can the nuclear-free
Arnotts biscuits, Australian
delegates gave a report, and Pacific campaign look like
Council of Soft Drink Manuthe following resolution was
being a success when it doesn't facturers, Cadbury Schweppes,
passed:
address the complicated but
Coca-Cola, CSR, Kelloggs, and
That the Federation of Land
incredibly important issues of Scanlans sweets. Although
Councils publicly condemns the
ANZUS and ALP policy?
some donors to and officeTasmanian Wilderness Society for
and that it must ally itself
If nuclear's out then what
bearers of dental foundations with workers and their politits deliberate failure to publicly
defence arrangements are be- will have the sole motive of
support Aboriginal land rights in
ical organisations.' His garbTasmania, whilst at the same time ing proposed for Australia
trying to improve children's
led use of textbook Marxism
and the Pacific region by the teeth, it is clear that others
abusing the Aboriginal struggle
is pure old hat. In this day
for its own ends, and calls on all
campaign ... in the short and may have conflicting interests.
and
age the 'workers' are the
conservation groups throughout
the long term?
An informative leaflet on
the country to withdraw their
It's when we start discuss- fluoridation can be obtained relatively 'lucky' ones, and
support from the Tasmanian
the chasm between those who
ing questions such as these
by sending a large SAE to
Wilderness Society, until such
have work and those who do
that
the
campaign
becomes
time as the group publicly
Community Action on Scinot is growing.
more directly relevant to
supports the Tasmanian
ence and Environment
Geoff Evans similarly misAustralians. And so, with
Aborigines in their struggle for
(CASE), PO Box 1875,
perceives contempory social
the return of their lands.
considered answers, success
Canberra City, ACT 2601.
alliances. He states that the
is more likely.
The Aboriginal people in
Incidentally, CASE has also
environment movement has
Simon Bain produced leaflets on salt and
Tasmania have called on the
bypassed issues of the envirCarlton, Vic on caffeine.
Tasmanian Wilderness Society
to publicly state their stand
Mark Diesendorf onment in 'working class
on Aboriginal land rights. The
Lynehan, A CT suburbs'. If he looked
closer at these areas he would
Wilderness Society has failed FLUORIDATION
also find the relatively cheapto consult with the Aboriginal
Chain Reaction is to be conECOLOGY /IDEOLOGY
er rents a refuge for newly
people in Tasmania when
gratulated on publishing Ms
arrived migrants, Aborigines,
discussions on their land was
I
was
indeed
perplexed
by
the
J P Miles' letter on fluoridabeing considered. They have
array of opinions presented in unemployed, single mothers,
tion. Discussion of this imstudents, pensioners, and
been asked to leave meetings
the article 'Ecology and
portant issue is usually supof the Wilderness Society
ideology' (Chain Reaction 27) impoverished environmental
by
the
media,
for
pressed
activists. Besides this, there
when they have voiced their
because to me they were
fear of offending powerful
have been environmental
opinions. The Wilderness
if
not
needlessly
cynical,
vested interests. Yet the fluorSociety has failed to support
bitter - and generally born of battles fought in inner city
the Aboriginal people on land idation issue raises basic ques- narrow personal experiences. areas - the F 19 freeway in
tions
about
the
politics
of
Melbourne and the Redfern
rights issues, but has instead
I also was at a loss to
food and of environmental
redevelopment in Sydney are
used the existence of Aborunderstand
why
you
should
two major examples.
iginal sites in the Tasmanian pollution, the ethics of comendeavour to columnize -an
pulsory medication and of
I could go on, but if I have
south-west area to further
issue of the depth of 'ideolmedication with uncontrolled ogy' and 'the environment
any chance of getting this
their own ends in preventing
letter published, I'd better
any damming of the Franklin doses, and the value judgemovement', both being so
ments made (but rarely adRiver.
stop here - except to say
complex. Thus, rather than
mitted) in the practice of
If conservationists
producing anything meaning- that as FOE's national magscience.
throughout Australia truly
azine, please don't waste
ful for the reader, this article
precious space in such an
support the concept of presMuch of the early research gave out totally negative
unconstructive manner in the
ervation of the land then they. on fluoride was funded by
signals, and was representmust publicly support Abor- the aluminium industry which ative of the types of individfuture.
Judy Wilks
iginal land rights, so that the
subsequently profited from
ualistic and obstructionist
Hawthorn,
Vic
land is once again in the
the results of this research,
sentiments which have in the
hands of the true conservatwhich permitted fluoride to
past hindered much collective I congratulate you on your
ionists, the Aboriginal people. be presented to the public
action.
initiative, 'Ecology and ideoWe therefore call on your
as a valuable medication inHaving worked on FOE's
logy', Chain Reaction 27.
group to withdraw any supstead of a toxic environuranium campaign for nearly
The issues raised by the
mental pollutant.
port your group may give
three years - a great deal
capable thinkers who presento the Tasmanian Wilderness
However, the industry
longer than Mar~e., Kaye's
ted their viewpoints touches
Society.
which gains most from the
John Watson scientifically unproven notion few months - I feel qualified what I believe is the crucial
to state that my experience
focus for the movements for
Federation of Aboriginal that fluoridation is a 'magic
change. That is, how indeed
Land Councils bullet' which harmlessly and has always been one of posis the ecology movement, and
Kimberly Land Council effectively stops tooth decay, itive encouragement from
both women and men. If I
I believe this applies equally
PO Box 332 is the junk food industry.
have been forestalled in actto other major movements
Derby, WA 6728. This industry exerts pressing in a certain way, it has
of change, how are they to
ure for fluoridation through been because collective
move effectively to challenge
PACIFIC PEACE
such esteemed bodies as the
opinion has run against me,
present social, economic and
Dental Health Education and not because of discrimination political structures?
Where is the campaign for
Research
Foundation
on sex grounds.
Those of us seriously ina nuclear-free Pacific today?
(DHERF), one of Australia's
Mark Cole's column tells
tent on seeing significant
Doesn't the ANZUS Treaty principal promoters of fluori- us that the environment
change occur to preserve our
bind Australia to full support dation.
movement lacks 'a (sic) hist- environment, the remaining
of United States nuclear
The DHERF Annual
orical and class perspective '
species, human rights and

LAND AND DAMS

LETTERS

Chain Reaction
Chain Reaction 3

freedoms, and who strive for
a sustainable high quality
lifestyle for all, must get
their heads together and
present an integrated and
comprehensive package which
will illustrate to society as a
whole that a viable future
does exist which can take
account of the numerous
claims being struggled for.
Furthermore, the presentation of theory and even of
strategies is not enough. So
far as is possible every effort
must be made to demonstrate its viability. And as
Margie Kaye and Geoff Evans'
articles point out, it is crucial,
if cooperative action is to
occur that the strategies
and iitternal behaviour of
such movements must
demonstrate their committment to the concerns of the
other progressive movements
It is with precisely these
objectives in mind that the
People's Environment Action
Co-operative
Enterprise,
PEACE has formed.
PEACE, having already demonstrated 20 000 voters'
support at the NSW state
elections, believes that it's
time these movements presented their concerns as a
cohesive platform at elections.
Currently, PEACE is concentrating on extending the
network which is the prerequisite for coordinated
action.
Dudley Leggett
PEACE
PO Box E106
St James, Sydney
It is fifteen years since Jerry
Rubin first declared 'ideology
is a brain disease'. As the
ideological leader of the hippy
movement he was expressing
how the old left had totally
discredited itself in many
people's eyes.
Free-thinking approaches
to political problems were
being suppressed by established 'leaders' invoking
hoary political dogma. The
search for 'ideological purity'
had created deep-set faction-

4 Chain Reaction

alism within groups that consumed people's energy and
diverted attention from the
goals of political change.
Judging by some of the
comments made in the
articles on 'Ecology and ideology' it would seem the
wheel has turned full circle.
The achievements of the en·vironment movement in
pioneering collective forms of
decision making and grass
roots political organising are
dismissed as a 'microcosmic
reflection of western capitalist
society.'
The extensive body ot
thought on achieving selfmanagement in the context
of a sustainable society is
dismissed as mere 'formulation' because it supposedly
lacks a historical and class
theoretical perspective.
It is all very well for the
educated few to demand that
everyone else have an
'ideology' to explain everything they do but this means
very little to most people
('the workers') who act on
the basis of the social and
economic pressures they are
under.If there is any one flaw
which constricts the work of
environmentalists it is that
the movement is already too
elitist and out of touch with
the general community
experience.
There is no denying Bob
James' point that environmentalists must work
harder at integrating their
short-term and long-term
goals to create a sense of
direction. However , should
ideology be used to suppress
diversity of thought in groups
and belittle community
groups' efforts to create political change through collective action, it has surely
once again earned its 'brain
disease' tag.
Andrew Herington
Melbourne
You are invited to write
letters to Chain Reaction
with your comments and
criticisms of articles, or on
other issues of interest to
you. We are more able to
publish your letter if it is
under 250 words. Write
today to, The Editors,
Chain Reaction, Room 14,
Floor 4, 37 Swanston Street,
Melbourne, Victoria,
Australia, 3000.
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Social and environmental perspectives.

on managing the nation's resources
/

Black Protest Committee formed
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AUSTRALIA?

Edited by Robert Birrell, Doug Hill & John Stanley
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The Queen of England, it
was announced in April,
would start the 1982 Commonwealth Games relay from
London to Brisbane. The relay will begin on 24 June and
end on 30 September in time
for the Games opening in
Brisbane.

This book argues for the rational management and
conservation of Australia's resources in the interests
of all Australians. It is maintained that the Government's present policy of mobilizing the economy to
facilitate the rapid selling off of the country's nonrenewable resources seriously over-estimates the
extent of these resources and underestimates the
social and environmental costs of their rapid
depletion.
This is a penetrating, sober analysis of the present
situation, a realistic study of possible futures, and the
proposal of a humane, just and credible alternative to
our present mode of resource development.

In Liverpool, England fresh
outbreaks of race riots have
occured in the Toxteth district. The Liverpool Fight
Defence Committee, a militant black organisation, say
the riots are again a result
of police heavy-handedness.
In late March 1982, two
Aboriginal delegates from the
North Queensland
Lands
Council left Queensland for
the Caribbean and Central
America to rally support for a
boycott of the Games or for
demonstrations
in
those
countries if they send athletes
to the Games.

0 19 554337 8 Paperback $12.95
350+ pages
0 19 554345 9 Boards
$25.00
Now available
Oxford University Press,
7 Bowen Crescent, Melbourne, Vic. 3004

The black community in
Brisbane has appointed the
Black Protest Committee to
organise activities for the
Games. The Protest Committee has issued the following policy statement:

Paid in
poison
Hundreds of agricultural
labourers in the Indian state
of Madhya Pradesh have
been crippled by an incurable
disease known as lathyrism .
This disease, which causes
complete paralysis of the
legs, is a result of daily consumption of toxic lathyrus
seed. Bread or gruel made
from the ground seed is the
staple diet of the labourers.
A recent survey conducted
by the Gandhi Peace Foundation has revealed that the
labourers are forced to eat
the seed because it is the only
payment they receive for toiling on the fields of the village
landlords. Nearly all victims
are poor, landless and totally
dependent on day labour for
whichtheyreceiveabout l.3kg
of poisonous lathyrus seed,
despite a law stipulating a
minimum payment of 7
rupees a day ($A0.70).
While the use of lathyrus
in food is banned in most
other Indian states, there is
no ban in Madya Pradesh. Nor
does the· state government
propose to ban cultivation of
the seed.
Another finding of the survey is that bonded labour,
banned in India seven years
ago, continues to flourish in
Madya Pradesh. The GPF
hav~ petitioned the Supreme
Court, and the Madya Pradesh
government has been ordered
to provide details on the
incidence of lathyrism and
bonded labour.
Source: The Guardian Weekly,

Black Australians have been in a From a combination poster
state of crisis since the whites and information sheet issued
first invaded our land. We have by the Black Protest Commitbeen the victims of exploitation, tee.
genocide and racism for two
centuries. There is no indication Action: Financial support is needof conditions improving for us. ed to mount an effective camBlack Australia has to take· the paign. Donations may be sent
initiative for her own survillal. to the Black Protest Committee,
The Brisbane Games provide us PO Box 2025, Brisbane, Qld
with an opportunity to expose 4001.
the racism of Australia to the
rest of the world.
To embarrass and expose
Australia to international scrutiny
is one positive aspect of peaceful
and dignified protest at the
Games - but most important is In Bangladesh the Gonothe fact that Black Australia shasthaya Kendra (People's
asserts herself as an active part of Health Centre ) has recently
history. We are part of the human expanded its operations.
family. Our children and oppressed
As well as providing genpeople all over the world will
know that we, Black Australia, eral health services for the
have not succumbed to the local population at rates far
inhumanity of the Invader. To below marlcet prices, it has now 25 April 1982.
this end we mean to com- opened a
pharmaceutical
municate to Australia and the factory. Since January 1982,
world that we are protesting the factory has been producagainst:
ing six commonly prescribed
• the refusal of meaningful drugs. These are marketed
l;md rights to Black Australia;
Contributions to Earth News
• the Aboriginal Acts and Reg- under their generic names and
sell for between 30% and 50%
ulations of Queensland;
are welcome. Items should be
• the racist aspect of white less than similar drugs offered
under 300 words and with
psychology;
by multinational pharmavisual material.
• the consistent denial of human ceutical companies in BangThe deadline for contribrights to our people; and
ladesh.
to Chain Reaction
utions
• the destruction of Aboriginal Source: Multinational Monitor,
29, spring edition is 9 July
land and culture.
March 1982.
1982.

Bangladesh
drugs

Earth news
wanted
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French bees
French farmers used thousands of bees to stop test
drilling at a proposed reactor
site in Carnet western France,
18 February' 1982. The incident was part of their continuing struggle against four
pressurised water reactors
planned for Carnet by Electricite de France.
When police removed the
blockade which the farmers
had set up on the only road
leading to the site, the
farmers threw a beehive at
them forcing police and
workers at the site to leave.
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A Women and Arts Festival
will take place throughout
October 1982 in New South
Wales. Activities and even!s
are planned for Sydney s
inner and outer suburbs and
at least twelve country
centres.
The festival will include a
variety of arts organisations
and individuals.
The major focus of the
festival will be on NSW,
but participation from interstate and overseas women artists is being encouraged.
Contact: For further information
write to PO Box RI 05, Royal
Exchange, Sydney, NSW 2000.

Nicaragua
renews
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Nicaragua's Sandinista g?vernment is building a mlijor
geo-thermal power station in
the bowl of the Momotombo
volcano near Managua, the
nation'; capital. The plant is
expected to provide. ?5% of
the nation's electnc1ty requirements.
In addition to the geothermal plant the government
is supporting eleven other
schemes which involve the
development of biogas, solar
desalination, and windmill
facilities in rural areas.
Technicians at Nicaragua's
National Energy Institute
predict a nation almost
completely powered by renewable energy sources by
the end of the decade.
Source:World Information.Service
on Energy,Aprll 1982.
6 Chain Reaction

In South Africa, Depo Provera, an injectible contraceptive which is banned in the
USA, is being widely used on
black women. The Western
world- is dumping Depo Provera on the Third World, and
SA-government
funded
agencies are administering the
drug to young black women
without their consent.
The director~eneral of the
racist SA Department of
Health and Welfare has made
statements with terrifying
implications for black women
in SA. Confessing concern
with the continuing increase
in the black population, he
said, 'it is not easy to get the
birthrate down other than by

Watering down the rules

Japanese wood chip buyers
have told Australian mills
that they won't be _lifting
their import levels this year.
Major mills in New South
·wales, Tasmania and Western
Australia last year had to cut
production by 25 %.This year
they will have to cut back
further.
The general manager of
the J apanest:-owned woodchip mill at Eden on the
Several of them had to be south coast of NSW, said
that
'I wouldn' t like to be
treated for bee stings.
starting off from scratch in
World
Information the wood-chipping industry
Source:
Service on Energy, March 1982.
in Australia today.'
Source: ABC Radio Two, news

Abortion by command

z
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Chips down

item, 22 February 1982.

penalising people and hav~ng
sterilisation and abortion
both on demand and by
command'
Last year in Zimbabwe,
the Ministry of Health ordered
the phasing out of Depo
Provera for contraceptive use.
Around 100 000 Zimbabwe
women were using the drug
which often has dangerous
side effects.
The Zimbabwe government plans to withdraw from
the International Population
Control agency and establish
Zimbabwe's own independent
birth control service.
Source: Spare Rib February 1982,
and Right to Choose.

CENTR~L INltLLlGENC£
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Jabiluka
Big Bill Neiiji, a traditional
owner of the Jabiluka uranium
site recently accused the
Northern Land Council of
pushing him into ~igning the
go-ahead for the mme.
His letter to the NLC was
tabled in federal parliament
by the Labor member Clyde
Holding. ' Everybody is pushing us. Pushing, pushing,
pushing. Now they want us
to sign but they don't understand what it means for us.
This is our life.'
Deputy Prime Minister
Doug Anthony has already
given Pancontinental, the
major partner in the Jabiluka
mine permission to seek
overs~as contracts, pending
NLC approval of the mine.
A lawyer acting for the
traditional owners initialled
the Jabiluka agreement which
the NLC also endorsed. But
Big Bill Neiiji and about 40
other traditional owners have
refused to sign.
Under the Land Rights
Act, traditional owners ~ave
to be advised of all options
on mining, including a ~amines option. Clyde Holdmg
said this had not happened at
Jabiluka.
The NLC is broke at the
moment and is in hock to the
Aboriginal Benefits Trust
Fund. Land Councils, particularly the NLC, have called
heavily on trust fund reserves
which consequently, have less
money to grant to Aboriginal
communities who don't get
direct royalties from the mining companies as the Land
Councils do.
Source: Tribune 31 March, 1982.

Near the Rum Jungle uranium mine where severe pollution of
the Finiss River occurred.
In November 198 1 the Ranger
uranium mine was closed in
response to the appearance of
two islands in the tailings
dam. Ranger had a number of
pumps going trying to keep
the tailings covered.
By law, Energy Resources
Australia, the company that
mines Ranger, had to keep
the tailings covered by 2 m of
water. This law represented
an agreement entered into
by the Northern Territory
government, the mining companies, and the supervising
scientist. The water coverage
minimises the release of radioactive radon into the air.
The islands were dispersed
by blasting and the mine
was reopened, four days after
closure. The supervising scientist then announced that the
regulations had been changed
so that the tailings had to
be covered by water rather
than covered by 2m of water.
Willy Wabeke, a retired
mining engineer who works
in the Friends of the Earth

Stop Uranium Mining Collective, has claimed that the
loss of water may be due to
opening of fractures in the
floor of the dam caused by
shockwaves from blasting at
the open cut.
In the period 1979-1981,
Ranger
mined
4 000 000
tonnes of uranium ore. To
break up this much ore it
took 1000 blasts, each yielding 4000 tonnes of ore.
Each of these blasts would
register approximately 4.2 on
the Richter scale within a
radius of 1.2 km. The tailings
dam is within this radius.
Mr Wabeke said that the
safety regulations were weakened to allow Ranger to fill
its contracts by the end of
1981. He called for a truly
independent monitoring team
to be set up whose advice and
recommendations would be
taken seriously.
Contact: The Stop Uranium Min-

Black Hills update
The court battle launched by
the Ogala Sioux tribe of Pine
Ridge, one of the Lakota
nations of South Dakota,
USA, in their efforts to reclaim the Black Hills (see
Chain Reaction 27) ended
Monday 18 January 1982,
when the USA Supreme
Court refused to hear their
appeal. The appeal was
against lower court rulings
limiting the Lakota (Sioux)
nations to a cash settlement
rather than the land itself.
'The court's decision was
the
flagrantly
political'
tribe's lawyer Russell Barsh
maintains, 'and the American
people have a right to know
that . it puts their own civil
liberties in peril.' It sets a
precedent whereby congress
may limit or abolish civil
liberties without fear of judicial intervention. 'The Sioux
are only the first. Tomorrow
Congress may snatch away
the rights of women, or
blacks, or the poor in this
country and send them treasury cheques, say $500 for the

right to vote, or $200 for
free speech,' Barsh continued.
In another action, activists are attempting to have
through
congress
passed
legislation to protect 320
hectares of the Black Hills
from mining and logging,
reserving it for the religious
and cultural activities of the
Yellow
Thunder
Camp
residents.
Source: Keep it in the Ground,
March 1982. World Information
Service on Energy, March 1982.
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Health hazard alert:
Pentachlorophenol

A health hazard alert has been
issued on pentachlorophenol
(PCP), which is widely used
as a wood-preserving agent
and wood pest control agent
as well as a weed killer and
a slime and algae control
agent, and is used in the
paper, paperboard, leather,
paint, and adhesives industries.
PCP contains several dioxin
contaminants, which are now
ing Collective is based at FOE known to cause cancer in aniCollingwood, 366 Smith Street, mals as well as birth deformCollingwood, Vic 3066.
ities liver damage and skin
eruptions. No commercially
available PCP is "free from
these dioxin contaminants.
In December 1981, the use in paints and inks. At There are no restrictions on
ACTU/Victorian Trades Hall least four of these companies the use of PCP in Australia.
The major alternatives for
Council Occupational Health have now ceased all handling
and Safety Unit issued a of 2NP. They are: Triton PCP as a wood preservative
health hazard alert on the Paints Ltd; Croda Paints (Vic); are creosote and inorganic
paint and ink solvent, 2-nitro- BJN Paints (Berger Paints, arsenicals. Both creosote and
propane as a suspect carcino- British Paints); and Dimet. arsenicals have long been
gen (Chain Reaction 27 Contact: ACTU/VTHC Occupa- known to cause cancer.
reported the alert).
tional Health and Safety Unit, Arsenicals are also well-known
Trades Hall, Box 93, Carlton causes of reproductive hazThe alert named several South, Vic 3053. Tel: (03) ards such as birth deformcompanies which had bought 662 3511
ities.
supplies ot 2NP within the Source: ACTU/VTHC Health and
Source: ACTU/VTHC Health and
previous twelve months for Safety BulletinApril 1982.
Safety Bulletin March 1982.
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The Franklin
crisis
The effervescence of the Tasmanian Wilderness Society's
national campaign to save the
Franklin River will be severely tested following the
Liberal victory in the state
election of 15 May 1982.
It will take 10 years to build
the power scheme. During
this time there will be two
state and three national elections at which the Tasmanian
Wilderness Society (TWS) will
campaign against the dam
being built.
The tragedy is that much
damage may occur as bulldozers move in soon to
start road-building. Spokesperson of the pro-dam Association of Electricity Consumers, John McKean, has
predicted that people will
'lay down in front of the
dozers'. A road in the area
will increase the fire risk.
A major fire might cause
even greater damage than the
dam, as many of the trees
are hundreds and even over

a thousand years old. Some,
such as the myrtle, do not
regenerate after fire.
Only 3% of Australians
vote in Tasmanian state
elections, but all Australians
will be providing the funds
for this new electricity
scheme. A senate select
committee report on the issue
is due later this year and may
recommend federal funds for
alternatives to destroying the
heartland of the South West
wilderness. But there will
need to be enormous electoral pressure on senators to
ensure that this report does
not just collect dust like so
many other similar reports.
The high court has recently
ruled that the federal government can act throughout
Australia where international
treaties are relevant. This
power should be used to
protect the South West, giving
meaning to its nomination
to the World Heritage list
by the federal government.
While the Franklin issue
may have been forgotten by
the Tasmanian voters in their
rush to sack the Holgate
Labor government, TWS director Dr Bob Brown confidently predicts, 'It will
become the centre of the
greatest conservation battle
in Australian history and the
Franklin will be saved'. Already the Australian Conservation Foundation has
called for a national referendum on the wild rivers.

Pacific myth and reality

Sociology
conference
The annual conference of the
Sociological Association of
Australia and New Zealand
will be held at the University
of New South Wales on 2629 August 1982. The conference will deal with the
'social and cultural aspects of
the environmental crisis'.
Some of the areas covered
will be: technology and social organisation; pollution;
iatrogenic and work-related
disease; relation of the ecology struggle to the worker
land-rights, anarchist, and
feminist movements; the Marxist critique and other theoretical analyses of environmentalism.
. Contributions, including
films, from environmentalists
and active groups outside the
Sociological Association are
very welcome.

Irenabyss on the Franklin River

LARGER WIND PLANTS AVAILABLE

FROM 200 Watts (12,24, 32 Volts)
12 & 24 VOLT APPLIANCES IN STOCK
INCLUDING CEILING FANS

240 Volts A/C 50 Cycle

12V 2 AMP SOLAR PANELS FROM $525.00
Cl)

~
Cl)

WIND ENERGY COY.

>

PO BOX 595 DOUBLE BAY NSW 2028
PHONE: (02) 36 3808 or 36 6630
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Honeymoon
On Sunday 16 May, 450 protestors from around Australia
occupied the Honeymoon
uranium
exploration site
75 km north-west of Broken
Hill.
Work
was
effectively
stopped for 3 days as management suspended the normal 7
day working week by sending
workers to Adelaide.
Protestors received a warm
welcome in Broken Hill >
where they assembled before ~
:c:nv;g B:~k~~e :~n6~~~~ ~
and the Barrier Industrial u
Council (which
represents the

Source:
World
Information
Service on Energy, March 1982.

COMMENCES CHARGING AT 4 m.p.h WIND SPEED
GRP MOULDED GENERATOR HOUSING.
GLASS FILLED THERMO PLASTIC MOULDED·
AEROFOIL FAN BLADES
COMPLETELY SEALED STATOR WINDING
SEALED FOR LIFE BALL BEARINGS IN GENERATOR
AND SWIVEL HOUSING.

INVERTERS GIVING

During a luncheon in Honolulu
on 10 February 1982 William
Bodde jr, a former USA
Ambassador to Fiji said in
his speech on 'The South
Pacific: Myths and Realities':
' ... the most potentially
disruptive development for
US relations with the south
Pacific is the growing antinuclear movement in the
region. The movement .. . has
resurrected the call for a
"nuclear-free Pacific". Given
our strategic needs, freedom
of navigation on the high
seas in the Pacific remains a
necessary component of our
strategic posture.
'I have no doubt that
many people active in the
anti-nuclear movement in the
south Pacific sincerely represent widespread antipathy
in the region towards the use
of the Pacific as a testing or
dumping ground. However,
the nuclear-free Pacific concept is also being put forward
by people who do not wish to
see the United States maintain a presence in the south
Pacific!
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Action: Proposed titles and abstracts should be submitted by
f- 30 June. Contact Kay Sal/eh
a: Sociological Department Univer'.
j sity of Wollongong, Ns'W 2500.
::E Tel: (042) 29 7311.
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Alcoa cries poor
Alcoa of Australia has welcomed the new Victorian
Labor government with a tale
of poor prospects and a warning that it may abandon
its Portland smelter and build
in Western Australia.
The Labor government
wishes to ensure that Alcoa's
electricity charges cover the
full cost of supply. Alcoa
has already had its tariffs
investigated by two consultants, and argues that higher
charges would force it to
withdraw from the project.
Its public relations push is
a simple case of crying poor:
demand for aluminium has
fallen ; the industry is in
trouble; plans are being chopped . Certainly plans for
aluminium smelters, once the
mainstay of the resources

boom, have been set back.
The BHP Lochinvar smelter
in the Hunter Valley of NSW
and a smelter in WA have
been formally abandoned.
The Alcan smelter for Queensland has been indefinitely
deferred. And now Alcoa is
challenging the new Victorian
Labor government's position
by flirting with the WA
government over a proposal
to produce aluminium for
export to Korea.
Alcoa are looking for partners to spread the cost
burden of the Portland smelter. The possibility of the
~tate government . a,articipatmg has been raisecf_l
The state Labor government is committed to a public enquiry into the industry.

town's unions) both oppose
the Honeymoon mine.
On the day before the
occupation, there was a
demonstration of 500 people
including locals, and some 50
Aborigines who mainly came
from Wilcannia, 200 km
north-east of Broken Hill.

Animal lib
This year the animal liberation movement has run a
series
of
demonstrations
against rodeos in Victoria,
New South Wales, and
Queensland.
In the recent World Cup
Rodeo in Melbourne, calves
under 3 months of age were
used in rodeo events contrary
to state legislation. Travelling
at speeds of over 40 km/h
they were lassoed and jerked
violently off their feet. One
calf was destroyed after this
event having incurred serious
spine injuries.
A veterinary surgeon at the
rodeo commented that all
animals involved suffered
severe trauma. The rodeo
manager was fined $2000
on charges of cruelty to
animals.
Chain Reaction 9

Land
barrens
The South Australian government
and the Northern Territory administration have both recently
introduced legislation to give away
vast tracts of land in perpetuity to
a small group of pastoralists and
pastoral companies. Paul Reader
reports.

Dalhousie, a monument to pastoralism, on the desert's edge.

On April 8 1981, the South Australian
Minister for Lands, Peter Arnold, and
the Member for Eyre, Graham Gunn,
descended out of the blue Central
Australian sky to a town which would
normally go unnoticed from 2000
metres.
Once proud, with avenues of date
palms, market-gardens, goats, a bakery,
a butcher, and camels loaded for the
trek north to Alice Springs, Oodnadatta
was at the end of the railway and the
beginning of the road north. The route
and the surrounding country were once
dotted with settlements remaining now
only in name . Alberga had a store,
Algebuckina a gold mine and a homestead, Wanilla Spring a homestead,
Warriner and Edwards Creek were
friendly settlements of Aboriginal and
white folk together. They are all gone.
For the minister it was only a refuelling stop and a brief moment to
see the town and meet a few of the local
inhabitants. At the aerodrome there
were ten, maybe twelve, people all
eager to talk with him . One was a local
pastoralist, but he reserved his comments till later, because the others were
the landless poor and they had only one
question: When were they going to get
some say over land matters? Each person had been born in a different place
throughout the Oodnadatta region.
Customarily, where you are born is
important, and in Aboriginal tradition
it would be normal to have some say
in the matters of people in that land.
No-one wanted to live in the town
all the time and drink all day, and this
they told the minister, though one or
two were already fairly drunk and
expressing themselves quite strongly.
There was not much time to talk that
day, the minister was due to. see one or
two other people before leavmg. He had
just enough time to see the drunks in
the streets paved with broken glass, but
he saw no camels or market gardens.
There are none.
This March, Peter Arnold must have
been trying to forget 8 April 1981. The
minister has introduced a bill into the
South Australian parliament designed to
give perpetual or continuous lease of, and
restrict access to, pastoral lands. In
other words near-freehold title would
be given to the. existing 240-odd pastoral leases. In reality 58% of South
Australia would become the private
property of the companies who control
the current leases. Whilst many of the
leases· are held by single companies,
many of the companies are controlled
by one parent company whose shareholders are hardly more numerous than
the little gathering that day at the
Oodnadatta aerodrome.
Paul Reader spent two years as a community
development worker in northern South Australia. He now acts as a resource person for
community-based organisations wishing to
engage in developmental and community
arts activities.
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Land alienated
to pastoral companies
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Pastoral leases are only grazing
rights at present, and all Australians are
free to roam at will in this northern
sector of the state. In the world of
social discourse however, a certain
etiquette is acknowledged in the inland.
Station managers are land-barons. It is
a world of private planes and pastoral
leases run like medieval kingdoms.
Some have benevolent autocracies, .and
others have tyrants. Some have
harmonious racial integration, but
many
maintain strict segregation
between accommodation provided for
white and black labour, and many more
avoid black labour and make it quite
clear that they are unhappy about
blacks 'trespassing' on their land.
There is an award wage for pastoral
workers that requires overtime pay to be
claimed and substantial deductions to
be made for accommodation provided.
Few workers dare to ask for overtime
pay for the sun-up sun-down sevenday week they do. The worker wouldn't
~e re-employed, and this is pretty
important when the company you work
for controls all of the land in which you
were born .
None of this is a consideration of
the Lands Department. It is the Pastoral
Board which has been responsible for
the management of land resources in
the northern region. Whether you want
to claim Aboriginal land rights, plant
jojoba beans, or set up a tourist resort,
you are not likely to get an informative
reply from the department this side of
doomsday. The future of the north of
South Australia is sealed with a cloven
hoof mark. The course of the state
government has been fixed from the
outset: it is intent on providing secure
holding to the vested interests. In doing
so it is taking a gamble that the average
South Australian will not care or will
remain unaware of what happens in
the northern 80% of the state and the
top 2% of the social strata.
So far the Roxby and Honeymoon
uranium projects are proving the general
public and the environment movement
to be inconsequential factors in the
development of such projects, but in
pastoralism the government is running
in the face of a much bigger opponent.
The land itself.
The SA Conservation Council's submission preceding the minister's legislation (contrary as it is to the findings
of his own department) stressed the
limited knowledge existing on arid lands
ecology in South Australia. The few
studies it could quote all demonstrated
deterioration of the land since pastoralism commenced.
Old Aboriginal people confirm this.
One or two remember the days before
the rabbits came, and can remember
seeing their first rabbit. The Lands
Department in its report favoured large
pastoral holdings, arguing that they are
more economically viable, and thereby
reduce the temptation to over-graze.
As one looks at the stations that have
fallen by the wayside - swallowed by
Chain Reaction 11
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bigger and bigger enterprises - such as
the empty shells of homesteadi, at
Dalhousie now on the edge of the
Simpson Desert, one wonders exactly
what the department means. Has the
land become so marginal that the area
required to support a station must increase or is it just a reflection of the
force 'of monopoly capitalism? There
are one or two small sub-leases left.
The successful ones like Copper Hills
run a mixed economy, some pastoralism,
some tourism, even support services for
the mining exploration teams. The fear
there is whether the lease will be renewed
when it expires. It is businesses like

Copper Hills that make holes in the
Lands Department strategy of bigger is
better.
It is late but not too late to manage
the arid lands. Stopping pastoralism
is not an answer, because the rabbits,
donkeys, camels, and wild brumbies
go on eating just the same , if not more.
We have yet to pay for the past, let
alone the cost of the present industry.
At this stage, it becomes apparent that
private landholders could never meet
the cost of managing the arid lands
properly.
Water is another problem. Not too

Northern Territory
At the moment Northern Territory
pastoralists hold 5 0-year leases which
entitle them to graze cattle on crown
land. The average size of the pastoral
leases is about half a million hectares
(2000 square miles), and the legal
maximum is 1.3 million hectares (5000
square miles) - however there are
two corporate leaseholders who h~ve
bigger leases, obtained before the size
limit was introduced in 1953. Because
of the difficulty of finding out w~c~
companies leaseholders represent, it is
possible that a single company could
control tens of thousands of square
' miles in the names of different directors.
The Minister for Lands established an
inquiry 26 February 1980, to report
on the ~ost appropriate form of tenure
for Northern Territory pastoral land.
Eight months later, in October, the
report landed on the minister's desk. In
March 1981 the Martin Report was
tabled in parliament. The terms of
reference had not required any investigation of impacts on the conservation
of the ecosystems of pastoral lands.
They had required the investigatio_n of
the views of the Northern Temtory
government, and the needs of t~e community, yet no evidence was given on
either.
That March, bill serial number 123,
the Crown Land Amendment Bill, was
also tabled. It provides for the handing
over 'of 243 pastoral leases, making up
65% of the territory's total area, to
leaseholders including CSR, the Britishowned company Vesteys, AMP, Unibeef,
WR Grace and Co., and members of the
pastoral establishment in the NT and
interstate.
Although the bill purports to give
only 'perpetual leases' to the grazing
interests these 'leases' are unlike any
others ;een before in the area. The
government could not revoke the leases,
even if the lease owners broke the terms
of the agreement. They could only regain
the land by buying it back at market
prices, and then only under special circumstances.
If the Martin Report, on which the
legislation is based, is acted upon then
12 Chain Reaction

lease owners would also be allowed to
subdivide and sell off subleases, and to
use the land for commercial purposes;
and the maximum size of holdings would
be increased to 2 million hectares, (about
7800 square miles).
The Northern Territory legislation
covers all the remaining crown land in the
state apart from parks and Aboriginal
land claims. If it is passed it will:
• prevent any more than token areas of
land being declared as parks in future,
• put a stop to any more claims on
traditional land by Aboriginals,
• mean that areas suffering from
erosion and overgrazing cannot be set
aside by the state to recover,
• mean that there will be no bank of
publicly owned land left to grant to
settlers.
The Northern Territory legislation
went almost unnoticed when introduced
and would probably have been passed
immediately but for last minute objections by the Australian Conservation
Foundation and supporters of Aboriginal
land rights.
On 16 March this year bill 123 was
withdrawn and replaced by a very similar
bill serial number 195. This bill is even
mo~e favorable to pastoral interests in
that it removes all possibility of a lease
being forfeited for non-compliance with
pastoral land covenants. Strider, a
Northern Territory councillor for the
Australian Conservation Foundation,
described the tactic as 'government by
stealth'. 'Several other bills have been
passed in the same way,' he said. 'A bill
was tabled in the Assembly, then it was
withdrawn and replaced with a totally
new bill which no-one had seen till it
hit the floor of the house. The government has the numbers; applying the gag,
it was rammed through its three readings in a single day. They haven't treated
this bill in quite such a cavalier fashion
as the others but it's already through its
first reading.' The house sits again from
25 May 1982.

Thanks to Rabelais, LaTrobe University
students' newspaper.

little as one might expect, but too
much. Blown bores and holes drilled
in the early days of exploration pour
millions of gallons endlessly from the
Great Artesian Basin. Where the water
runs salination follows. When there are
stori~s from the United States of
America about California's artesian
water running short, it might be time to
start asking questions about how long
it would take to refill the Great Artesian Basin?
If the issues of ecology are not
enough, the aspects of tourism and. the
development of the arid lands come mto
the question also. The . bill provid~s
for the creation of a pnvate state m
the north where current pastoral interests would also benefit from tourism if
they were given control of access to the
places of scenic beauty such as Coward
Springs, Dalhousie Springs and the
waterholes and ranges throughout the
region. What is currently free could
become yet another source of income
for the already rich.
When the social and economic
development of the pastoral regions are
looked at as a whole, we see a disaster
area. A single industry dominates over
half the state, the population has been
drifting out of the region since the
19 30s. The economies of the few small
towns look like Marxist caricatures of
capitalism. The corner-store keeper
eventually takes over the whole town,
becoming a millionaire, whilst the poor
get poorer and own neither the means
of production nor the value of theu
own social security cheque, since they
are already in debt to the store.
The past obsession with pastorali~m
and the failure to promote alternative
development in terms of tourism or
any kind of arid zone product has not
been a reflection on government so
much as a reflection of the pastoral
interests' ability to influence government
in the absence of any real interest
from the bulk of South Australia's
temperate-dwelling citizens.
South Australia is thought of as a
state of small-L liberalism but South
Australians have to take responsibility
for the actions of their government just
like Queenslanders or South Africans. If
land reform and social justice are not
effected soon, South . Australia ~ill
quickly gain a reputat10n for racism
and corruption to the advantage of a
.
privileged few.
If individual South Australians do
not oppose the bill and make efforts to
make their point known, then it may
become law . It has been passed in the
lower house and comes before the upper
house in June this year. This is the time
to ask for proper land reform in order
that a sustainable economy for the whole
of South Australia can be developed.
Action: Let Peter Arnold know of your
oppositiE>n to the bill. Send a letter or post·
card to him at Parliament House, North
Terrace, Adelaide, SA 5000.

1------ - -- - - - - - - -- ~

Seeds update
Just prior to the second reading debate in the House of Representatives, a
Over the past five years the industry national coalition was formed opposing
lobby group backed by Shell Oil and the introduction of PVR. All major
Continental Grains has spent thous- Australian consumer and conservation
ands upon thousands of dollars lobby- organisations as well as church, citizen,
ing Australian plant breeders, farmers' and farmer action groups opposed to the
groups, and politicians to accept and legislation are members of the coalition.
promote the Plant Variety Rights (PVR) Members
the
Australian
include
Bill, legislation designed to give compan- Consumers Association, the Austies the exclusive reproductive and mark- ralian Conservation Foundation, and
eting rights over seeds and plants of new all state conservation councils. Repornamental and food crop varieties. resenting a total membership of nearly
Despite this high-powered seed in- 500 000, the coalition issued a tendustry campaign, the public campaign point statement and coordinated a natto halt PVR, or any other scheme ional media campaign. At the same
which might block access to seeds time the Australian Council of Churches
or vital genetic resources, is grabbing and Community Aid Abroad issued
attention in Canberra.
statements of opposition.
At the time of going to press the PV R
On Wednesday 21 April 1982, after
Bill is awaiting debate in the Senate. a Resources Committee meeting the
The initial deluge of opposition (inc- night before, the federal ALP caucus
luding thousands of telegrams at the decided to oppose the PVR Bill. On
time of the 1980 Australian Agricul- Friday 30 April Australian Democrat
tural Council (AAC) meeting in Bris- Senators made public their decision
bane) succeeded in both changing to oppose the bill. That bill, .n ow
the form and deferring the presentation before the Australian parliament, will
of the bill to parliament until May not be passed. However, as evidenced
l 981. Calls for more information by parliamentary debate, neither party
and public debate caused the Minister is implacably opposed to the concept
for Primary Industry, Mr Nixon, to of PVR itself.
table it for six months. This was the
To date all parties have chosen to see
first time a bill had been tabled since the seeds debate as purely an agrithe Trad e Practices Bill in the sixties. cultural issue, rather than a social and
New evidence of adverse aspects of enrivonmental one of global signifiPVR and increasing public opposition cance. This ·has occurred despite the
led Mr Nixon to the desperate measure fact that envhonmental concerns are
of over-ruling the AAC. He announced supposed to be a key part of the Demoat the March 1982 meeting of the AAC crat platform and despite the ALP's
that he would proceed with the bill philosophy - a philosophy which should
without waiting for a consensus lead the ALP to firmly opposing the
decision. This was despite the fact legislation on the basis of PVR's facilthat a substantial economic analysis itation of transnational corporations'
of the USA seed industry is underwa y control of food and genetic resources.
and despite the fact that the AustInternationally the seeds campaign is
ralian industrial patent system is under making strong headway. Austria has
review .
decided not to join the existing interAfter the March 1982 meeting, and national convention on plant variety
as a result of pro-PVR lobbying, Nixon rights (UPOV) and Norway has shelved
presented wide-ranging amendments on plans to introduce PVR legislation."
the day before parliament rose for a The biggest step forward occurred
three-week break prior to the second in November 1981 when the United
reading debate, knowing there would Nations Food and Agricultural Orbe no party committee meetings until ganisation general conference called for
the day the bill was slated to be debated a legally binding convention governin the lower house. The amendments ing the exchange of 'plant genetic remade all food crops eligible for pat- sources. Already the USA and the UK
enting and extended the arbitrary have declared that they will not sign
powers of the Department of Primary any such germ plasm exchange convenIndustry in administering the proposed tion, signalling future international
system of plant patents.
conflict on the issue.
At a United Nations Council for Trade
Judy Messer is a spokesperson for the Plant
Diversity Protection Committee of the Total Aid and Development (UNCTAD) conference on Patents and Trade Marks in
Erzvironmerzt Centre.

By Judy Messer

early February 1982, the group of 77
unaligned nations pressed hard for an
UNCT AD study of the economic and
social implications of plant patents
in the Third World. In late January
1982 officials from
international
agricultural research centres meeting
in Rome endorsed a position paper
which flatly opposed the spread of
plant patents in the Third World.
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Action The major parties need to be
lobbied to ensure that the wider implications of the billare recognized. If there
is to be ~- Senate standing committee
the national coalition will be organising
the presentation of submissions and
media campaign around the hearings.
Another focus of attention for the
campaign is the Victorian Labor government. ALP policy in that state is one of
outright opposition to PVR, yet the
Victorian Department of Agriculture
has played a major role to date in
promoting the legislation.
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Consumer
lnterpolS
war
Fazal
The long term objective is to
work towards the introduction
of codes of conduct that will
regulate trade internationally.

Consumer Interpol - a
Transnational
corpora- network introduced by
tions operating in the IOCU to foster interAsia-Pacific region mar- national
information
ket a wide range of phar- exchange on consumer
maceuticals, agricultural health and welfare as
and industrial chemicals, they are affected by the
processed
foods,
and export, promotion, and
infant products that have sale of dangerous goods.
been shown to injure,
IOCU is the international
maim, or even kill.
coordinating body of
Anwar Fazal is presiconsumer groups in over
dent of the International
55 countries. The conof ConOrganization
cept of the Consumer
sumers Unions (IOCU).
Interpol was supported
He
toured
Australia
between 25 March and unanimously by delegates
1 April 1982 to publicise from over 125 countries
the recent formation of at IOCU's international

congress in The Hague
last year.
Fazal's tour was hosted
by the Australian Consumers'
Association
(ACA). In the Australian
context, ACA assesses
that the Interpol wi 11
monitor the role of Australian-based companies
in South East Asia and
the Pacific, publish social
audits of these corporations, and lobby government, business, and scientific bodies.
Anwar Fazal is trained
in economics, business
administration, and education. He founded the
Consumers' Association
of Penang in 1969, now
the largest private consumer group in the Third
World. Fazal was appointed I OCU regional director for Asia and the
Pacific in 1975 and manages the IOCU office in
Penang, Malaysia. He has
served as a consultant on
consumer protection in
Hong Kong, Mauritius,
and Rome w ith the Food
and Agricultural Organization of the United
He
Nations
(FAO).
authored a code of ethics
for International Trade in
Food, which has been
adopted by the Joint
World Health Organization/FAQ Codex Alimentarius Commission.
While
in
Australia,
Anwar Fazal was interviewed by Kate Short for

Chain Reaction.
Anwar, many people in the
western nations view consumer associations as middle
class organisations concerned
with cost and quality considerations - which toothpaste
to buy, which stereo, fridge,
etc. What relevance have
these types of issues to the
needs of people in the Third
World?
Well, in fact these issues
are not the major concern of
many consumer movements
in the developing countries.

There are many problems in
Malaysia, Indonesia , and the
countries of Africa and Latin
America that are much more
urgent than choices relating
to luxury products which
have become the basis of the
affluent lifestyles of the west.
The basic consumer needs in
the Third World are for clean
water, adequate and nutritious
food, safe cheap medicines,
and a clean environment.
Their basic consumer problems concern the compulsory
consumption of pollutants
and the involuntary consumption of dangerous and hazardous products, particularly
pharmaceutical drugs.
Dumping is our major
concern. Lack of control of
the international trade in
dangerous products means
that Third World nations are
the importers of drugs and
chemicals banned or restricted
in the West.
What then, is the role of the
International Organization of
Consumers Unions? Is it
tailored to this sort of consumer problem?
Increasingly, yes. lOCU
specifically addresses itself to
the needs of poor consum ers
in the Third World and particularly to the problem of
dumping. We have established
Consumer Interpol
a
dangerous and hazardous
products-warning
network
that will warn consumers
about the problems of food ,
drug, and chemical consumption. For example , IOCU was
one of the groups that
lobbied, over a ten-year
period , for the development
of a code of conduct for the
marketing of breast milk
substitutes by multinational
corporations like Nestles.
Infant formula is a product
that is both dangerous and
hazardous when marketed in
the Third World. The water is
usually bad and there are few
facilities for bottle and teat
sterilisation. Besides, many
mothers are too poor to
afford the infant formula
product in the right dilution.
They water it down and the
baby does not receive enough
nutrition. Sometimes they get
very ill with diarrhoea. One
million children have died
from what has been dubbed
'commerciogenic
malnutrition'. It is quite clear that the
multinational companies are
responsible in some way for

'--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--~~~~~~ ~--~~--~~---~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--'

Anwar Fazal

Over 1 0 % of the food imported
into the USA contains pesticide
residues that exceed WHO
standards. Most. have been
made in the USA where they
are banned for domestic use.
this since their promotions
have, in the past, encouraged
bottle feeding and played
down - even discouraged the practice of breast feeding.
So IOCU and associated
consumer groups in the Third
World joined with many
other
socially
concerned
groups to pressure the companies to be more responsible
in their marketing practices.
The result has been the adoption, in 1981, of a World
Health Organization Code of
Conduct on the marketing of
infant formula. Many companies including Nestles have
agreed to abide by this code.

code, as it is voluntary and
not strictly enforceable.

Yes that is true enough.
The code is only voluntary.
But the point is that world
opinion now upholds the
principle of socially responsible marketing practices and
it will be much more difficult
for the infant formula companies to get away with bad
practices like marketing of
infant formula - a product
which in most instances is inappropriate in Third World
countries. The companies
know that they are being
monitored by women's groups,
health groups, and consumer
How can you ensure that groups. They are aware and
they do? Surely big firms are responsive
to
consumer
not obliged to conform to the pressure and in fact just two

weeks ago the head office of what the effects on child
Nestles issued a press state- health must be, but it is our
ment indicating their willing- job to monitor products like
ness to abide by the guide- anabolic steroids and assess
lines set down by the code. their impact on health. Only
then can we demonstrate
What will IOCU do in. the social irresponsibility on the
future on the general issue of part of the pharmaceutical
dumping? Infant formula is companies. Actually, there
only one product. What are have already been cases where
some of the others that have this has been done. In Japan,
caused consumer problems in the international pharmaceutthe Third World?
ical firm Ciba Geigy has paid
The long-term objective of out millions of dollars to drug
IOCU is to work towards the victims
who
contracted
introduction of codes of con- Smon, a crippling disease of
duct that will regulate trade the nervous system, after takinternationally. The impor- ing the anti-diarrhoeal drug,
tance of this is attested to by Clioquinol. At first the comthe fact that trade in banned pany denied responsibility,
goods from the United States implying that it was the fault
alone is in the order of of the consumers who took
$ USA 1.5 billion per year. Of too many pills - but after
course it is a difficult and evidence was collected it
time-consuming task to stop became clear that the corpor~
such a massive and entrenched ation was responsible at least
economic activity but the in part for the drug-induced
example of the infant formula disease. In Japan, 40 000
shows what can be done Smon victims have been comthrough international cooper- pensated. Some people in
ation between public-oriented Sweden have also received
organisations and the pressure compensation.
they have collectively applied
But, as with many conat the United Nations, the
World Health Organization, sumer issues, the problem
Clioquinol-induced
and on the corporations with
Smon disease remains with
themselves.
us. The company still makes
The international trade in and distributes the product.
dangerous
pharmaceutical It is available over the
products is currently causing counter in many Third World
many problems in the general countries,
often
without
health of the population. adequate instructions of the
Because of the lack of type that are often required
'medical infrastructure' in the by western law. It is even
Third World - that is doctors, available in your country,
clinics, hospitals, and the like, Australia, in the form of
the correct usage of western Entero-viaform, a popular
drugs and essential back-up drug for 'travellers diarrhoea'.
medical services are just not Of course it is restricted to
available to the majority. prescription only, but since
Many drugs which are banned
in the West or in Japan, or many Australians travel to
restricted to
prescription Asian countries, it may well
only, are freely available over be the case that Clioquinol
the counter. The drugs are not could cause problems among
Australians.
accompanied with appropriate
Another potentially danlabels indicating side effects; gerous anti-diarrhoeal drug is
they are sold in doses of one
Lomotil. Like Clioquinol, this
or two only; they_,., ~e sold to
product
has little therapeutic
pregnant and nursmg women
and young children without value. It just clogs up your
due care for their specialised bowel and stops you getting
diarrhoea - which is very inhealth needs.
For example, the USA- convenient especially when
based company, Withthrop, travelling. The problem is
markets anabolic steroids in that Lomotil should not be
the Third World as appetite used for children under two
stimulants for children. These because it can mask signs of
powerful drugs are used to off- dehydration and cause fatal
set puberty in young athletes. toxic reactions. Even in adults
They cause permanent sex the drug can be dangerous
since there is a very narrow
changes in young children. range between allegedly theraWe at the IOCU regional peutic and toxic dosages.
office in Penang have an idea
The situation with Lomotil
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IOCU urges associations
concerned with health and
women's issues to think about
drug and chemical monitoring
in their own country.
in the Third World is that it is 1You speak of drugs and the
a dangerous and inappropriate associated dangers to condrug, especially for children. sumer health. What other
The company that makes it, products is IOCU concerned
GD Searle, encouraged its sale with?
to infants despite strong
Well, we have to focus in
medical evidence warning of on a few key areas, otherdangers to child health. In wise our small resources will
Britain, a group called Social be stretched to the limit and
Audit, with assistance from just not be effective. Drug
War on Want and IOCU, col- dumping is a major concern
lected evidence on labelling for us since it seems that we
and promotion of Lomotil can make some headway, as
and has finally got the com- the case of Lomotil has
pany
to
contra-indicate demonsttated. But agriculLomotil for children under tural and industrial chemicals
two. This is a small but are also a big problem. In
significant victory against ir- Malaysia 5 0 rivers are now so
responsible marketing prac- polluted with effluent and
tices. We still have a lot to · poisons that they no longer
do!
support life. This has meant
16 Chain Reaction,

the disruption of life in
thousands of small communities who depend on the
rivers and seas for their livelihood. Many transnational
firms come to the Third World
because they do not have to
conform to strict pollution
control laws. They export
their pollution and wastes to
countries like Malaysia and
Indonesia where a weaker,
less enforceable, legal system
allows them to dump their
industrial wastes in the rivers
and spray the agricultural
chemicals without due regard
for the safety of surrounding
agricultural communities. Pesticides and herbicides like
2,4,5-T, 2,4-D, Aldrin, Dieldrin, and Chlordane are
widely used in Malaysia
whereas they are restricted or
banned in many Western
countries. IOCU feels that the
compulsory consumption of
pollutants is as much an
issue for consumer associations everywhere as are the
more traditional cost and
quality considerations. After
all, 30 000 people a year are
by
agricultural
poisoned
chemicals alone; over 5000
of the victims die after their
unwitting consumption of the
poison. This sort of problem
is a consumer issue. Besides,
we all eat the fruit and vegetables that have been sprayed.
Pesticide residues are now a
problem for consumers. It is
estimated that over 10% of
the food imported into the
United States of America
contains pesticide residues
that exceed WHO standards.
Most of the pesticides have
been made in the USA where
they are banned for domestic
use, exported to the fruitgrowing countries of Central
and Latin America, sprayed
on the bananas, coffee, sugar,
etc, then shipped back to the
USA as residue. A truly
bizarre circle of poison.
On an international level,
there are a number of consumer and health groups concerned to stop the international poison trade. After
all, if a chemical is banned
in the USA, then it should
be banned everywhere. What
poisons an American will also
poison a Malay, a Nigerian,
an Australian.
Later this year there will be
some discussions on the question of monitoring specific
agricultural chemicals - it is

impossible to tackle everyone
at once so we must identify
a couple of leading products
that are used internationally.
Once we do this then we are
well on the way to developing an appropriate code of
conduct for the marketing,
distribution, and use of agricultural chemicals.
You have spoken of action
strategies at the international
level. What about actions
within the national structure
and at a personal level?
At the national level, consumer organisations must
decide for themselves. IOCU
encourages a wider brief than
merely cost and quality considerations, and urges associations concerned with health
and women's issues to think
about drug and chemical
monitoring in their own
country and region. The
Australian Consumers Association based in Sydney has a
close link with the regional
IOCU office and has established Consumer Interpol for
the Asia-Pacific Region, including Australia. Their program of research and action is
being developed now and we
hope that the contribution of
ACA will assist IOCU and
other international groups to
develop codes of conduct on
the marketing of many
products. Even if the codes
are voluntary, they will at
least provide us with a yardstick against which we can
assess corporate responsibility
or its lack.
At the personal level, I feel
that increased awareness as
consumers is a good starting
point. Be aware of four basic
issues: manipulation through
advertising, seduction through
advertising, the violence of
the technology when used in
the wrong conditions (as with
infant formula), and the waste
associated with much of
modern production. Be conscious of the fact that we are
made to waste a good deal.
Of course, changed awareness
is only a beginning. Action on
these issues is essential and
within the year we hope that
IOCU-ACA cooperation will
promote actions by governments, corporations and consumer groups on behalf of
consumer rights.
Contact: ACA, 28-30 Queen St,
Chippendale, NSW 2008.
Tel: (02) 698 9200

By Kimberley O'Sullivan
The men of Friends of the Earth should
ask themselves (if they are at all interested) why so many strong wimmin and
feminists have left FOE in particular,
and the environment and anti-nuclear
movements in general, declaring in anger
that they would never work with them
again. Before l left (under just these
circumstances) l saw many other
wimmin leave in exasperation, frustration and anger. After all, beating your
head against a brick wall soon becomes
pointless and painful.
alien to them?
It was standard procedure to brush
What campaigns are most wimmin
aside the demands of these strong involved in? Mainly the 'soft' ones
wimmin by putting them down as ~whaling, wildlife, packagirig) with few
rat bag feminists or, worse, as lesbians rnvolved irI uranium or alternative
who had become drawn from the energy. What sort of work do wimmin
movement into some minor sidestream do in these campaigns? My experience
issue, that of feminism. That feminism, has been that it is either fund-raising
a revolutionary movement which affects or clerical work, and that few women
a womyn's entire life, should be seen as are media or union contacts.
a sidestream issue is itself illuminating.
Why is childcare provided at demonOppression of wimmin within and by strations (when the numbers are needed)
FOE and the anti-nuclear and environ- and not at major decision-making
ment movements takes two broad forms : meetings?
harassment by particular men, on a daily
On what basis are
basis and using time-honoured tactics; The ideology.
and the consequences for wimmin of wimmin appealed to to join the environthe unspoken value system (an almost ment movement and irI particular the
anti-nuclear movement? Mostly by the
ideology) of the movement.
Individual men. For many, and I'll good old patriarchal values of mothereven stick my neck out and say most hood, self-sacrifice, passivism and guiltwimmin the anti-nuclear or environment tripping. A few examples:
movement has provided their first • The notorious What do you do in
political involvement. To become in- case of a nuclear acccident? Kiss your
volved in this: .movement while so children goodbye poster (to say nothing
politically 'green' means that wimmin
are more easily conned and Jess likely
to be assertive about the things they
want. I could hardly believe that any
young womyn who has become involved
in FOE hasn't been sexually approached
or harassed by FOE men . They want
free fucks with no responsibility and
that's usually what they get. Most
young wimmin (like me when I first
became involved) want the men to like
them and a desperate sort of approval
is knowing they wane to fuck you.
The campaigns. For too long FOE's
campaigns have assumed that all peopl~ ' of yourself). Could the production of
experience societal ills and joys in the such a poster happen again?
same way. While the word 'people' is • The Melbourne anti-nuclear banner
carefully used it is still an unconscious Women Want a Safer World is based on
pseudonym for 'men'. Wimmin under an appeal to wimmin as universal propatriarchy have a different set of social viders, protectors, and mothers. Nuclear
How effective is the environment experiences and in every area are at power, we are told, will hurt your
movement? We continued iscussion le~st doubly disadvantaged compared lover/husband/kids - act for them and
started in Chain Reaction 27' with men. FOE campaigns should become irivolved. (Implicit: don't be
with four longer contributions. W~ recognise that wimmin and men do not selfish and just act for yourself. Also
hope to continue debate in future face the same problems in the same way. implicit: all/most wimmin are mothers.)
~hould ask itself what 'role' wimmin •. The philosophy of pacifism/nonissues. Your comments are in- FOE
play m the movement. How promirient v10lence has specific ramifications for
vited.
are wimmin in formal decision-making
processes that are in most instances
Continued over

'That feminism ...
should be seen as a
sidestream issue
is itself illuminating.'
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wimmin because of its quasi-religious
overtones (quakerism) of the He-church
and the He-god . Who directs all the
violence in patriarchy and who bears the
brunt of most violence? Is it violence if
you are fighting back? A feminist
opposition to war is based on the
recognition for us that the war has been
going on, over our bodies and lives,
for as long as any of us can remember.
At the Feminism and Uranium
Conference held in Melbourne in 1978
Karina Veal looked at a few demands of
the environment movement from a
feminist perspective. They are still
pertinent four years later:
• Why is it that men are happy to
discuss the possibly harmful effects on
human health of food colourings or
asbestos dust, yet couldn't care less
about the possibly harmful effects of
the pill or of the make-up all women
feel under pressure, and some women
compelled, to wear? •
• Why is it that men clamour for more
extensive bicycle paths yet not demand
an end to rape so that women could
safely use those bicycle paths?
• Why is it that male animal lovers
would scratch their heads and query
'if only we could stop women buying
fur coats' without so much as considering
patriarchal stereotypes of beauty, who
own the furriers, and in whose interests
it is to have women continue to wear
such coats.
The best thing about being involved in
the anti-nuclear or environment movements for many wimmin, and certainly
for me, was that increasing activity led
to a questioning of traditional female
'roles'. To take part in a struggle gives
wimmin the opportunity to develop
their self-assurance and self-confidence.
We realise not only that a deepening
political analysis grows through action
but that there is still a long, long way to
go.
Kimberley O'Sullivan worked for FOE in
Sydney and Melbourne until 1979 and has
since been active in the feminist movement,
including work at the Sy dney Rape Crisis
Centre.

WE WERE WRONG
We wish to apologise to Mai gie Kaye for
errors made in her contribution to
'Ecology and ideology', Chain R eactio n
27. Her second last paragraph should
have read:
'The movement, as ·a microcosmic
reflection of western capitalist society,
doesn't recognise women's work , or encourage it unless it be as a flattering
backup or on male terms. Women will
continue to leave or be frustrated.'
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By Nie Maclellan
The April mobilisations against nuclear
war indicate the concern many people
feel over the growing nuclear threat.
This resurgen ce of opposition to nuclear weapons provides the opportunity
for the environment movement to make
connections between the dangers of
nuclear weapons proliferation and other
concerns - particularly the hazards of
nuclear power and the mining and
export of uranium. But the mobilisation
against nuclear war is similar to many
environmental campaigns - it cannot
continue to grow without strategies
being formulated and political issues
being raised.
Much of the opposition to nuclear
war - as with many environmental
concerns - is based on moral ou tr1tge.
While a healthy dose of outrage is
important when faced with the lunacies
of destruct ion which threaten us, outrage alone cannot give the political
direction which can show us how to
win.
Major rallies are vital events, to show
the. strength and solidarity of the movement. But they are just that - events.
Many activists simply leap from rally to
conterence, from one event to another,
without attempting to build a political
process which can challenge the power
of the transnational corporations which
dominate our economy, and the governments which aid them. This is not
simply a matter of a few nasty politicians
and mining companies, but of a social
system based on private ownership
and exploitation (and environmental
degradation) in the interests of profit.
The campaign against uranium mining
emphasises this problem. The experience
of the late 1970s was vital in raising
some economic and environ mental
issues amongst a wide sect ion of the
population, and it did succeed in
delaying uranium mining. But the
momentum of the movement collapsed
when mining actually started at
Nabarlek and Ranger. People had been

marching so often to 'stop uranium
mining', that many felt we had 'lost'
when mining actually began. Bring on
the next issue!
Without making connections between issues, and developing long-term
strategies for political action, ecology
groups will continue to leap from
one cause to another (this is not a call,
however, for groups of heavies to draw
up plans for environmental cam paigns indeed, such strategies must be based
on the experience of people on t he
ground, and reflect their immediate
concerns and needs).
Environment groups alone cannot
halt ecological devastation. But rather
than simply appealing to humanity in
general, we must make some concrete
political decisions , and that involves
taking sides: who are our allies, and who
are our enemies?
There is great potential for t he
environment and trade union movements to work together on common

'outrage alone cannot give the political
direction which can
show us how to
win.'
issues. Often , environmental' struggles
can only be won with the involvement
and support of workers and their
organisations. But working people and
'greenies' are often divided - through
simplistic 'jobs versus employment'
arguments, but also through different
. class interests which are reflected in
opposing priorities. The environment
movement has often neglected workers'
concerns over employment, health and
safety, and other social needs.
Divisions between environmentalists
and the union movement were highlighted at the time of the ACTU
executive's decision to drop bans on the
export of uranium. Criticism of t he
decision often failed to recognise the
splits within the unions, the strength
of the right-wing push within the labour
movement, and the nature of government and corporate attacks on workingclass organisation. These attacks on progressive unions come from government
legislation, business propaganda, organContinued on page 19
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Chain Reaction believes that citizens
can take a strong and active part in
public issues . This, our second ann ual
lift-out guide is presented to help you
contact groups working in the areas
we repo rt . Not every active group could
be listed; but these organisations will
be able to help you find others wo rk ing
in more specific areas .
It'd be great if you sent a donation
to help Chain Reaction keep publishing
activist information and urge another
person to su bscribe.

ANTI-NUCLEAR AND
URANIUM-MINING GROUPS

Women Against Nuclear Energy
cl- The Women's Place, 323 Pier St,
East Perth, WA 6000 (09) 328 5751

OTHER
Alternative Technology Association
366 Smith St, Collingwood, Vic 3066
(03) 4198700
Australian Wind Energy Association
PO Box 1965, Canberra City,
ACT 2601
Hunter Region Community Forum
Room 6, Trades Hall, Union St,
Newcastle, NSW 2300 (049) 2 5641
La Trobe Valley Community Forum
PO Box 497, Morwell, Vic 3840
SEC Action Group
cl- 290-292 Wellington St,
Collingwood, Vic 3066 (03)4193555
South West Alcoa Action Group
PO Box 146, Warrnambool, Vic 3280

Environment Centre (NSW) Pty Ltd
399 Pitt St, Sydney, NSW 2000
(02) 267 7722 Telex : NSWEC 24041
Katoomba and District Wildlife and
Conservation Society cl- The Hut,
Valley of the Waters, Wentworth Falls,
NSW 2782 (047) 881033
Nature Conservation Council of New
South Wales cl- Environment Centre,
399 Pitt St, Sydney, NSW 2000
(02)267 7722 Te!ex :NSWEC 24041
Newcastle Ecology Centre Room 6,
Trades Hall, Union St, Newcastle,
NSW 2300 (049)25641
North Coast Environment Council
PO Box 29, Kendall, NSW 2439
Northern Rivers Environment Centre
cl- 49 Cathcart St, Lismore, NSW 2480
(066) 21 2057
Total Environment Centre
18 Argyle St, Sydney, NSW 2000
(02)274714

Campaign Against Nuclear Energy
310 Angas St, Adelaide, SA 5000
Northern Territory
(08) 223 6917
Central Australian Conservation Council
Campaign Against Nuclear Power
PO Box 1637, Alice Springs, NT 5750
PO Box 238, North Qu ay , Ol d 4000
AUSTRALIAN CONSERVATION Environment Centre (NT) Inc
(07) 229 7143
PO Box 2120, Darwin, NT 5794 ;
.
FOUNDATION
Campaign Against Nuclear Power
cl- Environment Centre, Shop 6,
ACF Head Office 6728 Glenferrie Rd,
Central Queensland PO Box 795,
Simply Foods Arcade, Darwin, NT 5790
Hawthorn, Vic 3122 (03) 8192888
Rockhampt on, Old 4700
(089) 816222
ACF (ACT) PO Box 1875, Canberra City,
Coalition for a Nuclear Free Aust ralia
ACT
2601
(062)
47
3013
and Campaign Against Nuclear Energy
Queensland
ACF (NSW) J:loor 3, North Wing,
Cape York Conservation Council
537 Wellington St, Perth, WA 6000
18 Argyle St, Sydney, NSW 2000
(09) 3212269, (09) 3215942
cl- 5 Fulton Close , Whitford , Cairns,
(02)271497
Goldfields Against Nuclear Energy
Old 4870 (010) 531229
ACF (Old) 8 Clifton St, Petrie Terrace,
PO Box 889, Kalgoorli e, WA 6430
Capricorn Conservation Council
Brisbane 4000 (07) 36 4586
(090) 211323
PO Box 795, Rockhampt on ,
ACF (Tas) cl- Env ironment Centre,
Movement Against Uranium Mining
Old 4700
102 Bathurst St, Hobart, Tas 7000
PO Box K133, Haymarket, Sydn ey,
Queensland Conservation Council and
(002) 34 5566
NSW 2000; Room 72, Trades Hall ,
Environment Centre PO Box 238,
4 Goulburn St, Sydney, NSW 2000
CONSERVATION COUNCILS
Brisbane, North Guay, Old 4000;
(02) 267 2459
147 Ann St, Brisbane, Old 4000
AND ENVIRONMENT CENTRES (07) 2210188, (07) 229 7143
Movement Against Uranium Mining
250 George St, Fitzroy, Vic 3065
·, .. Townsville Regional Conservation CounAustralian Capital Territory
(03) 419 1457
cil and Environment Centre Office:
Canberra and South East Region
Nuclear Free Pacific Action Group
PO Box 364, Townsville, Old 4810;
Environment Centre Inc PO Box 1875,
cl- 310 Angas St , Adela ide , SA 5000
Shop: 819-821 Flinders St , TownsCanbe rra City, ACT 2601; Childers St
(08)2236917
ville, Old 4810 (007) 716226
Buildings, Kingsley St, Acton,
Nuclear Free Pacific Campaign
Wide Bay/Burnett Conservation Council
ACT 2601 (062) 47 3064,
73 Little George St, Fitzroy, Vic 3065
16 Alvie St, Maryborough, Old 4650
(062) 48 0885
(03)416898
(071) 213070
Nuclear Free Pacific Coordinat ing Com- New South Wales
South Australia
mittee cl- PO Box A243, Sydney South, Barrier Environment Group
Conservation Centre of South Australia
NSW 2000 (02) 264 6831
PO Box 576, Broken Hill ,
310 Angas St, Adelaide, SA 5000
Uranium Fighting Fu nd and Uranium
NSW 2880
(08) 223 5155
Collective 366 Smith St, Colli ngwood ,
Vic 3066 (03)4198700

Environment
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Tasmania
Launceston Environment Centre
103 Wellington St, Launceston,
Tas 7250 (003) 318406
Tasmanian Conservation Trust Inc
102 Bathurst St, Hobart, Tas 7000
(002) 34 3552
Tasmanian Environment Centre Inc
102 Bathurst St, Hobart, Tas 7000
(002) 34 5566

Victoria
Conservation Council of Victoria and
Victorian Environment Centre Floor 2,
419 Lonsdale St, Melbourne, Vic 3000
(03)6024877
Environment Action Centre 118 Errol St,
North Melbourne, Vic 3051
(03) 329 5519
Geelong Environment Council
PO Box 693, Geelong, Vic 3220
(052) 26 3375

Western Australia
Conservation Council of Western
Australian (Inc) 537 Wellington St,
Perth, WA 6000 (09) 3214507
Environment Centre of Western Australia (Inc) 537 Wellington St, Perth,
WA 6000 (09) 3215942, (09) 3212269

FRIENDS OF THE EARTH
FOE (Blue Mountains) 94 Waratah St,
Katoomba, NSW 2780 (047) 82 2701
FOE (Brisbane) PO Box 667,
South Brisbane, Old 4101
(07) 441616 AH
FOE (Burnie) PO Box 350,
Ulverstone, Tas 7315
FOE (Canberra) 17 De Burgh St,
Lyneham, ACT 2602 (062) 47 8868
FOE (Collingwood) 366 Smith St,
Collingwood, Vic 3066 (03)4198700
FOE (Darwin) PO Box 2120, Darwin,
NT 5794; Shop 6, Simply Foods Arcade,
The Mall, Darwin, NT 5790
(089) 81 6222
FOE (Eltham) PO Box 295, Eltham,
Vic 3095 (03)4359160
FOE (Glen Waverley)
1092Whitehorse Rd, Box Hill, Vic 3128
(03)881610
FOE (Hobart) 102 Bathurst St, Hobart,
Tas 7000 (002) 34 5566
FOE (La Trobe University) cl- The SRC,
La Trobe University, Bundoora,
• Vic 3083 (03) 479 2977
FOE (Mitcham) 17 Beleura Ave,
Vermont, Vic 3133 (03)8746099
FOE (Monash University) Community
Research Action Centre, Monash
University, Clayton, Vic 3168
(03)5410811 ext3141
FOE (Northern Yorke Peninsula)
cl- Valinor, 734 Moonta Mines, Moonta,
SA 5558 (088)252813
FOE (Oakleigh) 117 Monash St,
South Oakleigh, Vic 3164 (03) 5794302

FOE (Perth) Office: 537 Wellington St,
Perth, WA 6000 (09)3215942
Shop: 373 Oxford St, Mount Hawthorn,
WA 6016 (09)4446017
FOE (Port Pirie) PO Box 7, Port Pirie,
SA 5540 (086) 34 5269
FOE (Rydel 18 Kokoda St, North Ryde,
NSW 2113 (02) 88 2429
FOE (South Australia) 310 Angas St,
Adelaide, SA 5000 (08)2236917,
(08) 223 5155
FOE (Sydney) 101 Cleveland St,
Chippendale, NSW 2008 (02)6984114
FOE (University of Western Australia)
Guild of Undergraduates, University of
Western Australia, Nedlands, WA 6009

GREENPEACE
Greenpeace Australia Inc (NSW)

cl- Environment Centre, 399 Pitt St,
Sydney, NSW 2000 (02) 267 7722
Greenpeace Australia Inc (SA)
223 Hutt St, Adelaide, SA 5000
(08) 223 3578 Telex:
Te/com AA 88765 (Attn: Greenpeace)

NATIONAL PARKS
ASSOCIATIONS
Australian National Parks Council
PO Box 457, Canberra City, ACT 2601
National Parks Association
cl- Environment Centre, 399 Pitt St,
Sydney, NSW 2000 (02) 264 7994
National Parks Association
PO Box 1752, Brisbane, Old 4001
(07) 407 5038
National Parks Association
cl- Environment Centre, Floor 2,
419 Lonsdale St, Melbourne, Vic 3000
(03)6024877
Western Australia National Parks and
Reserves Association cl- 'Peninsula',
219 Railway Parade, Maylands,
WA 6051 (09)4075038

NATIVE FOREST GROUPS
Campaign to Save Native Forests
cl- Ehvironment Centre,
537 Wellington St, Perth, WA 6000
(09) 321 5942
Native Forest Action Council
cl- Environment Action Centre,
118 Errol St, North Melbourne,
Vic 3051 (03) 329 5519

TWS (Launceston) 34 Patterson St,
Launceston, Tas 7250 (003) 318406
TWS (Melbourne) cl- Environment
Centre, Floor 2, 419 Lonsdale St,
Melbourne, Vic 3000 (03) 602 4877
TWS (Perth) PO Box 31, Nedlands,
WA 6007 (09) 376 8949, (09) 2711848
TWS - South West Tasmanian
Committee (Sydney) 399 Pitt St,
Sydney, NSW 2000 (02) 267 7722

OTHER
Antarctic and Southern Ocean Coalition
PO Box 371, Manly, NSW 2095
(02)9771557
.
Australian Littoral Society PO Box 498,
Toowong Old 4066 (07) 378 6077
Committee for Lead Free Petrol
366 Smith St, Collingwood, Vic 3066
(03)4198700
Environmentalists for Full Employment (SA) cl- Conservation Centre,
310 Angas St, Adelaide, SA 5000
(08)2235155
Environmentalists For Full Employment (Vic) cl- Australian Conservation
Foundation, 6728 Glenferrie Rd,
Hawthorn. Vic 3122 (03) 819 2888
Fund for Animals Ltd PO Box 371,
Manly, NSW 2095; 9 Whistler St, Manly,
NSW 2095 (02) 9771912, (02) 9771557
Telex AA72577
Nature Conservation Society
310 Angas St, Adelaide, SA 5001
(08) 223 5155
Reef Action (Sydney) cl- Total Environment Centre, Floor 3, 18 Argyle St,
Sydney, NSW 2000 (02)274714
Toxic and Hazardous Chemicals Committee cl- Total Environment Centre,
Floor 3, 18 Argyle St, Sydney,
NSW 2000 (02) 27 4714
Wildlife Preservation Society of Queensland 8 Clifton St, Petrie Terrace,
Old 4000 (07) 3694586

SEED ACTION GROUPS

Free Access to Seeds Committee,
Floor 1, 183 Gertrude St, Fitzroy,
Vic 3065 (03)4195588
Organic Growers Association of
Western Australia PO Box 213,
TASMANIAN WILDERNESS
Wembley, WA 6014
SOCIETIES
TWS (Adelaide) 310 Angas St, Adelaide, Plant Diversity Protection Committee
cl- Total Environment Centre,
SA 5000 (08) 212 1955
18 Argyle St, Sydney, NSW 2000
TWS (Brisbane) PO Box 238,
(02)274714
North Quay, Old 4000 (07)2210188
PVR Brisbane Action Committee
TWS (Burnie) PO Box 432 Burnie,
GPO Box 1474, Brisbane, Old 4001
Tas 7320 (004)316364
(07) 221 9398
TWS (Canberra) PO Box 58, Ainslie,
ACT 2602 (062) 514503, (062) 88 6876 Seed Action Group (SA) GPO Box 2497,
TWS (Hobart) PO Box 129, Bathurst St, Adelaide, SA 5001 (08)3392382
Seed Action Group (Tas) cl- Joan Bell,
Hobart, Tas 7000 (002) 34 9366
The Valley, Derby, Tas 7254
(003) 54 2167
2 Activist Contacts 1982/3 Chain Reaction

OTHER
Food Justice Centre 366 Smith St,
Collingwood, Vic 3066 (03) 4198700

I

Land Rights

Hobart: 7CAE (002) 20 3257
Lismore: 2NCR (066)243324
Melbourne: 3CR (03)4192569;
3RRR (03) 4192066
Perth: 6NR (09) 350 7117;
6UVS (09)3802787
Sydney: 2SER (02)2189993

ANIMAL RIGHTS
Animal Liberation (ACT)

cl- Canberra and South East Region

AUSTRALIAN FEDERATION
OF LAND COUNCILS
Central Land Council PO Box 2189,
Alice Springs, NT 5751 (089) 52 5783
Kimberly Land Council PO Box 332,
Derby, WA, 6728 Through exchange
911220
New South Wales Land Council
PO Box 65, Kings Cross, NSW 2011
(02) 660 3429
North Queensland Land Council,
PO Box 1429, Cairns, Old 4870
(070) 51 6936
Pitjantjatjara Land Council
PO Box 2189, Alice Springs, NT 5751
(089) 52 5783
South Eastern Land Council 5 Candy St,
Northcote, Vic 3070 (03) 48 1271
Southern Land Council PO Box 1771,
Port Augusta, SA 5700 (086) 42 4366
Tasmanian Aboriginal Centre
PO Box 5695, Hobart, Tas 7001
(002) 34 1405

SUPPORT GROUPS
Aboriginal Support Group of Victoria
366 Smith St, Collingwood, Vic 3066
(03)4198700
Campaign Against Racial Exploitation
PO Box 51, Kensington Park, SA 5068
(08) 332 6474

Association for International
Co-operation and Disarmament
PO Box A243, Sydney South,
NSW 2000; Floor 7, 245 Castlereagh
St, Sydney, NSW 2000 (02)294781
Canberra Peacemakers PO Box 1875,
Canberra City, ACT 2601
Congress for International Co-operation
and Disarmament GPO Box 114A,
Melbourne, Vic 3001 (03) 663 3677
Newcastle Peace Forum PO Box 52200,
Newcastle West, NSW 2302
Organisation for International
Co-operation and Disarmament
PO Box 80, Corrimal, NSW 2 51 9
. .
Pac1f1c Peacemaker PO Box 311,
Bondi Junction, NSIJI.'. 2022 (02) 264 5036
People for Nuclear Disarmament
(Melbourne) Room 5C,
.
252 Swanston St, Melbourne, Vic 3000
(03) 663 2846
People for Nuclear Disarmament (Perth)
cl- United Nations Association of
Australia, Western Australia Division,
306 Murray St, Perth, WA 6000
(09) 321 7020

OTHER
Aboriginal Mining Information Centre
5 Candy St, Northcote, Vic 3070
(03)481271
Black Publishing Company
PO Box 5241 MSO, West End,
Townsville, Old 4810 (077) 724887

Liberation

Women's Liberation Building
113 Rosslyn St, West Melbourne,
Vic 3003 (03) 329 8515
Women's Liberation Centre
62 Regent St, Chippendale, NSW 2008
(02)6695281
Women's Liberation Centre 1 Union St,
COMMUNITY RADIO STATIONS Adelaide, SA 5000 (08) 223 1005
Public Broadcasting Association of
The Women's Place 323 Pier St,
Australia PO Box 578, North Sydney,
East Perth, WA 6000 (09) 328 5717 "'r "
NSW 2060 (02) 358 5845
Working Womens Centre
Adelaide: 5UV (08) 228 5269;
258 Flinders Lane, Melbourne,
5MMM (08) 42 7911
Vic 3000 (03) 6541228
Armidale: 2ARM (067) 72 1486
Please notify us of new groups or changes
Bathurst: 2MCE (063)332790
in contact information. Chain Reaction
Room 14, Floor 4, 37 Swanston St,
Brisbane: 4ZZZ (07) 371 5111
Melbourne, Vic 3000 (03)635995 or 101
Canberra: 2XX (062)494512
Cleveland St, Chippendale NSW 2008

Environment Centre, PO Box 1875,
Canberra City, ACT 2601
(062) 48 6717, (062) 54 6931
Animal Liberation (NSW) cl- Total
Environment Centre, 18 Argyle St, Sydney,
NSW 2000 (02) 27 5995
Animal Liberation (SA) PO Box 114,
Rundle St, Adelaide, SA 5000
(08)424434
Animal Liberation (Vic) PO Box 15,
Elwood, Vic3184 (03)5314562
Animal Liberation (WA) PO Box 146,
Inglewood, WA 6052 (09)446 9962
(09) 335 2586

CONSUMER GROUPS
Australian Consumers Association
28 Queen St, Chippendale, NSW 2008
(02) 689 9200
Consumer Interpol - Dangerous and
Hazardous Products, Processes and
W te w rn ·ng Network for the Asia/
Pa~fi~ R:gi~n cl- Kate Short
(02 ) 698 9200
Rupert Public Interest Movement
PO Box 346 Dickson ACT 2602
(062) 49 8649
'

DEVELOPMENT EDUCATION
Community Aid Abroad
75 Brunswick St, Fitzroy, Vic 3065
(03)4197055
Ideas Centre of the Australian Freedom
from Hunger Campaign GPO Box 3930,
Sydney, NSW 2001 (02)293228
International Development Action
73 Little George St, Fitzroy, Vic 3065
(03)416898
Women and Development
46 Delbridge St, North Fitzroy, Vic 3068
(03) 489 9069
World Workshop Resource Centre
Floor 1, 155 Pirie St, Adelaide, SA 5000
(08) 223 5795

TRADE UNION SUPPORT
Labour Resource Centre
25 Drummond St, Carlton, Vic 3054
(03) 662 3844 (03) 662 3828
TransNational Co-operative
(TNC Workers Research) GPO Box 161,
Sydney, NSW 2001 (02)2643330
Wollongong Workers Research Centre
PO Box 84, Thirroul, NSW 2515
(042) 67 3810

(02)6984114
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Inner City Cycles is a bike shop devoted to utilitarian and touring cycling.
We concentrate on components that make the bike better suited to
sustained enjoyable riding - such as quality saddles, wide range gearing,
secure luggage racks, panniers and light weight camping accessories. As
a s~rvice to the neglected serious cyclists outside the major metropolitan
regions we have produced a mail order catalogue. Below is a small
selection of goods available.
SUGINO AUTEX ALLEN
CRANK FITTINGS
Allows easy crank removal without
specialist extractors. Made from strong
chrome-molybdenum steel. They will fit
most crank types - Sugino, Shimano,
SR , Suntour, etc . (not suitable for TA
and some stronglight cranks.) Price : $7.50
CYCLO-COMPUTER-CATEYE-VELO
Sophi st icated electronic device with 5
digit liquid crystal display. Providing at
the touch of a button: total distance ever
travelled, individual travel distance,
current speed, time taken, average speed,
and maximum speed. A bar graph con·
tinuously d isplays the current speed .
Display unit is easi ly detached. Magnetic
sensor eliminates the friction of a conventional speedo . Adjusts to wheels from
20" - 28".
Price only: $71.00
TOURING TRANSMISSION PACKAGE
If your present gears are hard to push
then change up to wide range gearing.
Take advantage of our present offer.
Sugino IDOL
Alloy Cranks (with B.B.)
$39.00
Shimano Eagl e 11
&FE Derai Ileu rs
$17.65
Shimano 600 Cluster
$14.00
D.I.D. Chain
$4.50

I.

$75.15
25% off normal price. Limited stock
SPECIAL PRICE ONLY $56.00

SHIMANO
DEORE TOURING ENSEMBLES
designed specifically for touring in light
alloy with strong stee l cages, including
• Front Deraill eur :20T Advertised ~ange
but wi 11 take up to 30T:
SUITABLE FOR ALL TRIPLES

(al so available separately at $9.00)
• Rear Deraill eur: 34T capacity. Hatch
plate. Centeron Mechanism. 2339.
• Down tube shifting levers: Centeron
Mechanism. Cables, etc., supplied
829.
Boxed set weighs 700 gms. Price: $29.00
SHIMANO 600 REAR DERAILLEURS
Light alloy and steel. Long arm 34T
capacity. Limited stock at $12.00 only.
SVEA 123. SELF CLEANING
WHITE SPIRIT STOVES
A compact unit including precision
made brass fuel tank, burner and wind·
shield. With regulator key, saucepan
and handle. White spirit (petrol without
additives) provides the hottest flame for
rapid heating. 5409. Limited stock
Price:$20.00
MIRRYCLE CYCLE MIRROR
Mounts on drop bar brake lever brackets
allowing use of entire handle bar with
a mounting of strong, lightweight poly carbonate. The wide angle mirror adjusts
to any viewing position.
Price: $12.50

a copy of the catalogue is avai Iable for $1 from:
INN.ER CITY CYCLES
29 Glebe Point Road,
Glebe 2037. (02) 660 6605

INNER
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ised strikebreaking, and the infiltration
of right-wing forces such as the National
Civic Council. The union movement
is also being weakened by changes in the
structure of the workforce, and in the
work process itself ( eg through the
introduction of new technology).
Alan Ashbolt, speaking at the ACTU's
Unions and the Media Conference,
best summarised these attacks:
We are meeting at a time when the Fraser
Government has declared war on the unions class war or a particularly vindictive kind.
Jr it succeeds in taming or terrorising
the union movement, the boundaries of
political democracy will shrink to negligible
proportions. For the union movement, despite
its backslidings. mi~takcs and intra-mural
wrangling, remains the spearhead of democratic action in this country, and the measure
by which democratic progress must be judged.
Only the union movement. with its mass
base and participatory processes. can combat
and contam the pervasive power or capital.
Australia's arbitration system effectively defines all but the narrowest
range of concerns and forms of action
as outside legitimate union activity.
Trade unions often find it difficult
to give more than token support to
social and environmentai issues.
To build the necessary unity between
progressive
unionists
and
community organisations, and to politicise the concerns of the union movement , environmentalists must go beyond
'issue' politics, and look to the immediate con cerns and priorities of
working people. Only then will we be
able to develop the necessary strategies
for the future .
Nie Maclellan has been involved in the antinuclear movement, and helps produce
TransNational Brief (the quarterly magazine
of TNC Workers Research).

By Val Plumwood
The experience of environmentalists
cannot easily be reconciled with the
established pluralist paradigm of how
society works. According to this conventional wisdom, elected decisionmakers who are responsive to and reflect the needs and wishes of the society
guard · the public interest, balancing the
conflicting interests of various groups
which have basically equal access to the
power process. Bureaucracies are ultimately responsive to and under the
control of the democratic process, and,
with occasional exceptions, operate in
the public interest.
People who have worked on a range
of environmental issues over a long
enough period usually learn that this
is not how things reaily work. They

The tension between how things
are supposed to work and how they
actually do work leads some people to
disillusionment with the movement and
so dropping out. But it can also lead
others to a new perspective on the I
society and on the need for fundamental change . The environment experience
is the potential basis for a critique of
society which is both anti-capitalist
and
anti-bureaucratic.
(Thus
few
environmentalists who have dealt with
organisations like forests services or the
HEC find it easy to believe that the
solution lies in increased state ownership, even with the safeguard of regular
parliamentary review as suggested
some.) This critique points to - much
more thoroughly than the convention;il
labour-based alternative - the waste,
consumerism, and social irresponsibility
of capitalism. It also points out the need
to dominate and alter the face of nature
which is so characteristic of our society
and of the conventional socialist alternative.

I
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learn that the collective interest represented in a good healthy environment,
in unpolluted air and water, in healthy
diverse forests and undisturbed natural
areas, is regularly sold out to various
powerful private interests. They learn
that the system regularly turns out
decisions which favour private profit,
and that they do not have anything
like equal access to the decision-making
process and are usually powerless to
halt even the most damaging activities.
They learn that the decision makers
are often not responsive to public
opinion , and that even where environmentalists have majority opinion on
their side exp loitation will normally be
allowed to proceed.
They know . that bureaucracies such
as the forest ser,,,ices are 'captured' by
the industries they were meant to
regulate and now act in their interests,
generally behaving not as allies but as
the opponents of those who wish to see
the environmental values of public
forests protected. They know that such
organisations respond to increased criticism and scrutiny from the public they
are supposed to serve not by re-examining their policies but rather by trying
to silence their critics and by increased
propaganda and manipulation of public
opinion through 'education'. They
know that organisations such as the
Tasmanian HEC wield enormous PQ~r
and are outside any real democratic
control, and that they see as paramount
the preservation of their domination
and growth and that of the industries
they are allied with. They know that
these organisations subscribe to an ethic
of nature domination and manipulation
which recognises no value in wilderness and no way forward except through
unrestrained growth, however wasteful
this may be and however clear the
alternatives are. To most environmentalists these things are so normal and
familiar that they cannot be seen as
mere anomalies and abuses.

'... acritique of society
which is boin anti·
capitalist and
anti·bureaucratic:
Some thinking along these lines has
already been done, but there is much
more that is needed. The critique needs
to be deepened, strengthened, and sustained ov'er a wider range of issues
( especially nature conservation issues
where it is still not well known or
developed) and brought home to a
wider audience, as well as being lived
out personally. The movement should
not just fight for specific, limited victories on particular issues within the
system but should also attempt to
achieve awareness of the need for basic
value and structural change through
those issues, in the way that was
successfully done in the anti-nuclear
campaign at its high points. For this it
is necessary to relate the specific issues
to more general questions of the kind
of society we have and of alternatives
to it, and to link action on spe'cific
issues with a wider strategy for fundamental change.

,
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Val Plumwood is a research scholar in the ,
Human Sciences Department, ANU. She ,·
co-authored The Fight for the Forests.
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By Brian Martin
The peace movement in Australia has
undergone a rapid resurgence since 1981.
It is time to reflect on the goals and
methods of peace activists in Australia.
I have the greatest respect for all those
who work in their own way to challenge
the war system, and especially for those
who struggled during the many years
when public interest in peace issues
was minimal. My comments are to help
widen debate on goals and methods.
To begin, there do not seem to be
any clearly articulated long-term goals
which are widely shared within the
Australian peace movement. Ideally
goals and strategies should be developed
through informed debate among peace
activists. At the moment such debate
is the exception rather than the rule.
Goals and strategies do exist, but are
for the most part implicit rather than
explicit, and are multiple and conflicting.
Possibly the most widely shared goal
among peace activists is removal of USA
strategic military bases from Australian
territory. This is reasonable since the
Pine Gap, .Nurrungar, and North West
Cape bases in particular represent
Australia's most immediate link with
the continuing confrontation between
the two nuclear superpowers, the USA
and the USSR.
How can removal of the bases be
achieved? In spite of the large amount
of concern expressed about the bases
I have not come across a single analys1~
presenting a convincing series of steps
by which their removal might be achieved. The basic approach seems to be to
convince the ALP to adopt a policy
against the bases, for the ALP to be
elected to federal government and for
the policy to be implemented, with
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widespread community opposition to resistance to aggression using means
the bases providing much of the pressure such as strikes, boycotts, demonstraforcing implementation of the policy. tions, non-cooperation with orders,
There are several difficulties in this and setting up parallel institutions. It
picture. First, achieving an anti-base is based on the insight that no regime,
ALP policy will be a sizeable effort in however ruthless, can survive without
itself. Second, the ALP must be elected passive support or acquiescence from
to government. Third, and most import- most of its subjects. The potential of
ant, the ALP must enact its policy. non-violent resistance has been demonSince the ALP did nothing to implement strated in quite a number of instances
its anti-bases policy when in office such as the collapse of the Kapp mili~
1972-75, and has since rescinded the tary government in Germany in 1920,
policy, the obstacles are considerable,
to put it mildly. So long as the bases
remain strategically important for the
USA, Australia's national decisionmakers are more likely to be swayed by
USA government and military interests and their Australian allies in government
bureaucracies - than by popular opinion,
at least in any situation short of a
potential social revolution. A fourth
difficulty is that even if the bases were
forced out of Australia, they could
readily, though perhaps not cheaply,
be relocated elsewhere in the region.
In light of these difficulties there
is room for a lot of thinking about
strategies for opposing USA bases,
and even for questioning whether the resistance to the Nazi occupation in
goal of removal is sufficient.
Denmark, Norway and the Netherlands
'Disarmament' is a key catch-cry and the resistance by the Czechoslovak
of the Australian peace movement, people to the Soviet invasion in 1968.
yet its meaning in practice is far from Since in most cases such non-violent
clear. Most of the concern expressed is resistance has been almost entirely
about ~orld military spending, with an spontaneous, preparation and training
emphasis on USA technological inno- for social defence would increase its
vations in the arms race, such as the likely effectiveness, just as preparation
Trident submarine and the neutron and training improves military defence.
bomb. The implications for Australia The methods of non-violent action
of the call for disarmament are seldom training are admirably suited for such
preparation and training.
elaborated.
Is the goal a fully disarmed Australia?
Social defence requires widespread
Or a conventionally armed, socialist participation by members of the comAustralia? Or simply a minimal level munity rather than a professional
of armaments, sufficient for deterrence? def~nce force. As a campaign goal,
Or, indeed, more conventional arma- social defence requires extensive grassments to defend a neutralist Australia? roots organising; provides a positive
Would the military forces (if any) be alternative to military forces; is based
professionals? Or would there be a on participation rather than following
citizens' mili~ia as in Switzerland, or leaders; and can be used by any group
perhaps guerilla forces? The lack of opposing authoritarian forces, including
clear goals regarding disarmament re- those in communist countries. Because
flects in part divided feelings about the methods used in social defence are
violence and non-violence as a basis for valuable for social action campaigns of
social struggle, as well as ambivalence all kinds, from feminism to workers'
about Australian nationalism.
control, social defence provides a basis
The standard generalised appeal for for linking campaigns for peace with
disarmament is unconvincing to many other campaigns for social change in the
people who see no alternative being direction of equality and self-manageoffered to defend against potential ment.
aggressors, whether the threat is real
or imaginary. The problem is a serious Brian Martin is a research assistant in the
one, and arises·in part from the lack of a Department of Mathematics, ANU, and an
positive alternative to military defence. active member of Friends of the Earth and
One such alternative is social defence Canberra Peacemakers.
(also called non-violent defence, nonThis Contribution is edited from a longer essay
military defence, and civilian defence). to
ap_Pear in the June issui: of Development
Social defence is non-violent community Dossier.

''Disarmament' is a
key catch-cry...
yet its meaning in
practice is far from
clear.'

ALP uranium policy
the parliamentary policy, centred on
Tom Uren and Stewart West, will also
The only real threat to the uranium
fight solidly to retain the policy.
plank on which the ALP will fight the
At a more grass roots level, attitudes
next federal election would be Paul
again can't clearly be divided on left/right
Keating, or one of his close associates,
lines, with many of those people usually
rising on the floor of the ALP national
characterised as conservative seeing the
conference in July 1982 at the Lakequestion in moral terms and taking a
side Hotel, Canberra.
firm anti-nuclear stance.
At present the Labor party policy
Trying to break down the numbers
commits a Labor government to declare
to determine how a vote would go, if
a moratorium on the mining and treatthere is a move from the floor, is a nearment of uranium, and to repudiate any
impossible task.
commitment made by a non-Labor
The issue on which change might be
government to the mining, processing,
sought is that of repudiation of present
or export of uranium. The ALP policy
contracts. The party has already had legal
points to the proven contribution of the
opinion that there is no constitutional
nuclear power industry to the spread of
obstacle to this. But those opposed to
nuclear weapons, and to the absence of
the present policy will try to argue that
procedures for the storage and disposal
the Labor party would lose support if it
of waste, and states that no commitment
took away miners' jobs. However, only
should be made to the world's nuclear
a handful of people are employed by the
fuel cycle until the many problems are
industry: 350 at Ranger, 90 at Nabarlek,
solved.
and 300 at Mary Kathleen Uranium.
The leadership of the parliamentary
The 300 at MKU will lose their jobs
party - Hayden, Bowen, Keating, and
regardless of Labor's policy as the mine
Button - were not happy with the policy
is set to close.
when it was adopted as a result of rank
The poor state of the industry, as
and file action at the 1977 conference.
exemplified by the withdrawal of
The four are still not happy with it and
Exxon from the Yeelirie project, also
a: have now an additional parliamentary
eases the problem a Labor government
~ ally in Bob Hawke.
would face in relocating people who lost
a:
Hayden has continually tried to
their jobs as a result of the closure of
j downplay key parts of the platform,
the mines.
~ such as that section which points to the
A rough assessment of the numbers
links between the nuclear power and
suggests that 10 of the 23 New South
nuclear weapons ind us try. He has tried mean that those opposed to the present Wales delegates will support the current
to paint the problem as a purely tech- policy have concluded that they will not policy, but the majority from Victoria,
nical one, leading some to doubt the have the numbers to change it at the South Australia, Western Australia, and
thoroughness of his briefings and reading conference.
Queensland will hold firm. Tasmania is
on the subject.
However, it is also possible they have unclear. This should ensure retention of
The ALP's thirty-fifth biennial con- decided that their best tactic might be a the policy but it is no cause for comference will consist of 99 delegates: the surprise move from the floor of the con- placency. Every effort must be made to
7 state leaders, 4 federal leaders, 1 Young ference . Paul Keating is likely to be the remind Labor members that the plank is
Labor delegate, and state delegations mastermind behind any such move. A crucial for continued conservationist
from New South Wales of 23, Victoria possible tactic might be to paint the support for the party.
19, Queensland 14, Western Australia issue in terms of support for the party
The present ALP policy finds uranium
10, South Australia 10, Tasmania 8, leadership. To what extent Keating mining guilty and it is up to those
Australian Capital Territory · 2 and would risk a split in the party over th~• advocating mining to prove its innocence.
Northern Territory 1. The actual mem- issue remains to be seen. The ALP
Labor members should be reminded
bership of the New South Wales, Vic- cannot simply be divided on left/right that in the recent South Australian bytorian, South Australian, and Queensland lines in determining how a vote on election for the seat of Mitcham, the
delegations will be determined in June, uranium would go.
anti-uranium parties achieved a majority
while the Western Australian ballot was
Mick Young, for ·e xample, warned his of the vote. Similarly, the by-election in
held in May.
colleagues late last year against publicly Darwin following the resignation of
The preliminary rounds in the advocating a change in the uranium John Isaacs resulted in the retention of
development of the conference uranium policy. Mr Young, well known as a the seat for Labor.
policy have already been played out political pragmatist, pointed out that ' The leadership must be reminded that
with the resources platform committee the beneficiaries of a move to change a watering down of the policy will lose
making no move to change the policy. policy would be the Australian Demo- the party votes, and every opportunity
This has been widely interpreted to crats. In the parliamentary party, Mr should be taken to tell them that it is
Paul Pedevrexakis observes federal environ- Clyde Holding, who is generally regarded about time they presented the policy
mental affairs from the Parliamentary Press as a Hawke supporter, favours the clearly, and in a united fashion, to the
present uranium policy. And the left of public.
Gallery in Canberra.
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'Stony Point'
I
resources rip off
. for economic reasons Dow steadily lost
interest in the proposal and eventually
abandoned it.
Following the official condemnation
of the proposal to ship crude oil through
the upper reaches of the gulf and as
Dow's interest for the balance of the
Redcliff proposal waned, Santos and
ten other companies set about promoting a scheme of their own - The Cooper
Basin Producers' Liquids Development
Scheme.*
Late in 1981 they announced their
intention to run a 659-kilometre pipeline from Moomba on the Cooper
Basin to a terminal site which is approximately 30 km south of Redcliff but o·n
the west side of upper Spencer Gulf.
The terminal, to cost $15 0 million
would include a fractionation plant t~
separate the various gases and liquids
refrigeration plant and storage tanks'
and a jetty 2.4 kilometres long. The cost
of the total project, including new plant
at Moomba, would be of the order of
$750-800 million.
The rapidity with which the project
progressed from then on was amazing.
Environmental studies were undertaken and the draft environmental
impact statements for both the pipeline and the terminal were issued in
seven months. Prior to this a contract
for supply of liquefied petroleum gas
to Japan had been signed and orders
had been placed for the large quantity
of pipe which would be needed if the
project was approved by the SA and
Federal governments.
. Three months after the two draft
Environmental Impact Statements (EIS)
were released, final supplements responding to public commeat were
issued and in the following month,
November 1981, the governments
announced their approval. By this time
thousands of lengths of pipe had arrived
in Whyalla and the clearance of vegetation from the services corridor and
terminal site was well advanced.

Since November 1981 the landscape
Events to date indicate that proat the terminal site, which is not actually
at Stony Point itself (see map), has
cedures for investigating and assessbeen completely transformed from a
ing the environmental impacts of
tranquil
and beautiful seaside retreat.
the fluid hydrocarbons pipeline to
Twenty-eight shacks have been demol'Stony Point', South Australia,
ished and 100 hectares of the land
and the fractionation plant and oil
adjacent to the very popular Lowly and
tanker terminal at 'Stony Point'
Weeroona Bay beaches have been
were a scandalous farce. John
carved up by roads, criss-crossed by
massive earthen bund-walls, and closed
Scott reports.
off by 2m high security fences . Another
During the past decade Santos and other
100 hectares of land to the north of the
exploration companies associated with
site has been cleared and fences, roads,
the Cooper Basin gas-oil fields have
power lines, and a camp for construction
promoted the idea of piping fluid
workers are appearing. Water supply has
hydrocarbons to the South Australian
been provided by a new 15 km long
coastline. Here they wanted processing
200mm diameter pipeline, and a heavy·
plants and a shipping terminal to be
duty highway has advanced about
established so that they would gain
6 km toward the terminal.
access to lucrative markets for oil, con-·
Construction of the pipeline from
densate fractions, ethane and liquefied
Moomba is under way and the producers
petroleum gas (LPG).
intend to load the first oil tanker in
Throughout the decade various large
Janu~ry 1983, using an interim loading
corporations developed proposals and
system with a pipeline on the bed of the
investigated their economic feasibility
gulf until the jetty has been constructed.
and environmental implications. In
The one aspect of the project which
1980 Dow Chemical Company released
has dragged on and has still not been
its environmental effects statement for
resolved is the determination of the
a proposal for a pipeline to a fractionnature and extent of hazard zones
ation plant, gas tanks, condensate tanks,
around the terminal which will necesoil tanks, and jetty to be built along
sitate prohibition of public access to the
with a petrochemical plant at Redcliff
Lowly Peninsula coastline. The governon the eastern shore of upper Spencer
ment established a working party to
Gulf (see Chain Reaction 21).
finalise a report on this by March 1982,
As the map shows, upper Spencer
but the outcome of its work is still
Gulf is a narrow waterway extending
awaited.
southwards from Port Augusta for apThe acute brevity and inadequacy of
proximately SS kilometres to Lowly
Point and Ward Point. A large sandbar
environmental studies undertaken by
known as Ward Spit projects most of
consultants before the compilation of
the way across the gulf from Ward
the draft EIS for the terminal is apparent
Point, forming a narrow throat to the
from even a cursory glance through
head of the gulf.
.
the background papers. The arrogant
The Department of Environment
manner in which the outcome of the
reviewed Dow's statement and in
EIS preparation and assessment proAugust 1980 it forwarded its assesscedure was pre-empted by the signing
ment to the SA government, recomof gas sale contracts and orders for
mending general approval - except for
pipes confirmed that the procedure was
one very important part of the proposal:
only a paperwork gesture with an
the loading of crude oil and condensate * The Cooper Basin producers, and their assured government approval at its
fractions at Redcliff and their shipment respective interests in the liquids scheme, completion.
down the ecologically sensitive upper are Santos Ltd 39.4%, Delhi Petroleum Pty
Perhaps the most disturbing and farSpencer Gulf was determined to be Ltd/SA Oil and Gas Corporation Pty Ltd
'unacceptable'. The SA government 31.52%, Bridf(e Oil Ltd/Bridge Oil Develop· cical aspect of the procedure was the
accepted its department's assessment men.ts P~y Ltd 7.93%, Tlamgas Ltd 7.88%, ready willingness of the SA Department
· Oz! NL 3.96%, Reef Oil NL 3.96%, of Environment to accept the propoand announced its general approval but Basin
Ousader Resources Aust NL 2.88%, Alliance nent's rationale for dismissing alternative
John Scott works with the Whyalla Action Petroleum Aust NL 1.58%, Total Exploration terminal locations and for justifyin~
Aust Pty L.td 0.89%.
Group
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Possible developments considered
by SA Department of Mines
and Energy
1 Copper concentrator
2 Uranium conversion plant
3 Petrochemical plant
4 Oil refinery

Whyalla •

le
'STONY POINT' TERMINAL, UPPER SPENCER GULF

the selection of 'Stony Point' 'in view of
the economic benefits to the proponent'.
The inconsistencies in rationale as set
out in the draft EIS and its supplement are too num erous and complex to
canvas here but a few points are worth
.
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ow Y om , ei upgu
t rave 1 of waves genera t e d b Y t ie preva1·Ii ng sou th weste rlies o f sum mer, the
mobility of marine life, and the strength
of tidal currents up and down this
region of the gulf. It follows that the
idea of this boundary providing some
protection to the upper reaches of the
gulf from oil spills emanating from the
jetty head just 2 kilometres to the
south-west is just as academic as the
idea of the boundary itself.
Perhaps it may one day be established that the upper Spencer Gulf
does have a southern hydrodynamic
boundary - in the vicinity of Whyalla/
Port Pirie or somewhere further south.
In the meantime all we can be certain

°

of is that the risks to the upper gulf I during the period of public review of
ecology , and the $10 million per annum the Santos Draft EI_S contrasted sharply
fishing industry which springs from with the contributions made by them
it, are as significant for the 'Stony in response to the ~ow proposal for
Point' jetty as they would have been Redcliff. Some public servants have
for Redcliff.
privately expressed the view that any
critical contribution which they may
Recently 2490 hectares of land were have
wished to make would have been
transferred from army use to create a dismissed out of hand in the face o f
maJ·or m
· dustr1·a1 estate on Lowly the Tonkin government's policy of
Perun· sula. A concept plan which the
'resource development at any cost'.
SA Department of Mines and Energy
The same logic perhaps explains why
has formulated for possible future town and city planners and the State
developments on this estate includes an Planning Authority stood by in sioil refm· ery, a petrochemical plant , a lence whilst all previous planning guideuran1·um convers1·on plant, and a copper.
lines for the Lowly Point area were
concentrator.
1
abandoned to allow industrialisation
Santos argued, in support of _the to proceed. Previously the quiet charm
'Stony Point' site, that land appropnat~ and the outstanding scenic appeal of
for allied developments such as an oil the coastal recreation area had been
refinery and petrochemical plant was protected in accordance with the
available in the vicinity. It is apparent recommendations of the Whyalla Planthat the environment authorities and ning Area Development Plan which was
state and federal governments have authorised in 1970 under the Planning
shared this view from the outset al- and Development Act. Shack extensions
though no studies have been under- were prohibited in some instances and
taken to ascertain the environmental the provision of electricity from the
impacts of such allied developments. state grid was refused on the grounds
The failure of the SA Department that the power reticulation system
of Fisheries and the SA Coast Pro- would detract from the visual character
tection Board to present submissions of the locality. In the face of syndicated

I

I
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corporate interests however these provisions have proven worthle~.
The final stage of the farce was the
manner in which the Tonkin government and the Bannon opposition co.operated to get the ratification bill
for the indenture through parliament
before the Christmas recess to ensure
that the proponent's loan mangements
were not delayed . Whyalla residents
were given less than three days notice of
9pportunity to appear before the
parliamentary tri-party select committee
which was set up to review the indenture and its ratification bill. Few people
w~re able to obtain and peruse the bill
pnor to . the hearing but in any case
the heanng was merely an irrelevant
part of the procedure to 'rubber stamp'
the bill's passage.
The role of the ALP in these proceedings was typical of that which it
had played throughout the year. It
1- copped ou! because it thought it politicb ally expedient not to be seen to criticise
&: b~t~ the R_oxby Downs copper/uranium
..., mirung proJect and the Santos project.
Throughout
1981 the Whyalla
council's handling of the issues arising
out of the Santos proposal was hopelessly inept, reflecting the amateur
approach of small-town personalities
who were overawed by the prospect of
a multimillion dollar plant being established in the district. The result has
been t~e city's loss of its only coastal
recr~atlon area with potential for
tounsm and much needed tertiary sector employment. The rates payable by
Santos will be a mere pittance and the
lo~-term economic and employment
sp?loff to Whyalla will be relatively
mpior - about 40-45 full-time jobs
with the plant's life expected to be about
?5 years. The costs to the community
m terms of degradation of the environment and quality of living in the district
are immeasurable.
The efforts of concerned Whyalla
residents to draw attention to issues
arising from the Santos proposal were
sustained throughout the year with
considerable vigour but they met with
very little success. The Adelaide press,
which had a strong nexus (directors
shareholders) with some of the propo:
nents, was particularly unsympathetic
and the Whyalla News was on some
occasions downright hostile towards
critics of the proposal. The environment
movement generally seemed to be preoccupied fully with other matters while
the proposal swiftly went ahead.
No summary of the progress of
Santos' proposal would be complete
w_it_hout S?me consideration of the significance 1t has for the Adelaide metropolitan area and South Australia generally.
Although politicians and the media
praise it as a 'resource development
project' the proposal will actually
accelerate the depletion of the state's
oil and gas reserves. The proponents
hope to sell our hydrocarbons at the
24 Chain Reaction
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Services corridor and Santos Development terminal site, upper Spencer Gulf
with Flinders Ranges in background.
highest price obtainable, either in
Japan or elsewhere, but the price which
they are to pay us .is just 10% ~ f the
wellhead value. In effect we will give
them 90% of reserves .
In 1987 the contract for supply of
gas to Torrens Island Power Station
which is Adelaide's main power source'
will expire. South Australians may the~
have to buy their gas back from the
proponents at inflated prices or foot the
bill for converting the station for coal
firing - which would cost some $200
million. The power output of the plant
would be reduced by approximately
30% and there would be a significant
increase in particulates discharged into
the atmosphere of the metropolitan
area . High-grade coal would have to be
purchased from NSW or a high-grade
coal mine developed in SA - another
$500 million or so to be found. Whatever the course taken, the result will
be dramatic increases in the cost of
electricity in SA and a reduction in the
ability of this state's enterprises to
compete with interstate enterprises. A
downturn in economic activity and
further unemployment may well follow.
In short, the Cooper Basin producers
have embarked on a scheme to convert
the common wealth of all South Australians into corporate incomes and then
private wealth of shareholders under
the guise of 'resource development' .
One can only wonder when this enormous confidence trick will be generally
recognised as such and whether strategies will be developed to ensure that
it is not repeated elsewhere.
John Scott, Kathy Bradley, 65
Russell Street, Whyalla Norrie, South Australia 5608, Tel: (086) 45 3619.
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WOLLONGONG
Wales are expected to reach 150-300%
of their present volumes by 1990.
With a drive to export coal, British
Petroleum (Australia) and Shell Oil
have bought into the coalfields in the
Wollongong region. Shell have become
the major shareholders in Austen &
Butta and in Bellambi Coal Company,
two mining companies operating in the
district. BP owns the giant Clutha
Developments which operates all the
Burragong Valley mines and has commenced feasibility studies on coal mines
in Tahmoor, Tongarra, and Wedderburn.
CRA now have substantial interests
in the Wollongong region having gained
100% ownership of Kembla Coal &
Coke as a result of the carve-up of
Broken Hill South in 1980. Shell,
BP, and CRA, all with head offices in
London or The Hague, are now the
chief exporters of coal from the region.
BHP has also commenced exporting coal.
The massive increase in coal exports
that is planned will mean that reserves
of coal will be rapidly depleted. The
present rate of increase of between
6% and 8% per year, if maintained,
will mean that the mines on the coast
will be exhausted in 27 to 34 years.
The ability of companies to rip coal
out of the ground depends on taxpayers' money to provide the infr_astructure required such as roads and railways for haulage and port facilities.
A key element in the planned developments for the region will be the construction of a new coal ship loader at
Port Kembla and suitable transport
to the port. In 1975-6, 4.2 million
tonnes per annum (mta) were loaded
at the port and by 1978-9 the old
loaders' capacity of 6.2 mta had been
reached. Stage l• of the new coal loader
will commence operating this year and
will handle 14 mta, 5000 tonnes per
hour.
It is planned that stage 2 of the coal
loader will be operating by December
1985, allowing for a capacity of 24
mta . It is presently planned that stage
3 of the loader will have been
introduced by 1996, making possible
the export of 40 mta.

EFFECTS

on workers. The coal companies argue
that increased production will mean
more jobs. In the rail electrification
and upgrading programme, a maximum.
of 1000 jobs will be created. But these
jobs will be only temporary. Permanent
jobs created in the railways, at the coal
loader and in the coal pits will number
about 1700. This increase in permanent
jobs will be more than offset by mine
closures. Local Coal Board officers
have indicated that four mines on the
south coast, employing 1800 workers,

are estimated to have a life expectancy
of ten years or less.
There are a number of advantages
to workers in slowing down the rate
of coal extraction. The greater the
rate of extraction of coal and the
greater the volume of coal mined, the
more attractive it becomes for the coal
companies to invest in labour-saving
devices. Since the introduction of
mechanised mining machines called
'continuous miners' in the 1950s,
the proportion of miners employed
in the industry has dropped and the
proportion of tradespersons and tertiary
qualified staff has increased. With
increased production more longwall
mining units are likely to be introduced.
The greatest threat to employment
will be the introduction of these new
machines which allow for semi-automatic
and fully automatic control of shearers
and chocks. With this system, surface
computers are able to control underground production by digesting information from the coal face relayed
through micro-computers attached to
television cameras and sensors. As well
as ·making many underground jobs
redundant the longwall mining system
greatly increases the control the bosses
have over what goes on underground.
Unemployment and technological
change are important issues in Wollongong. Women bear the brunt of unemployment in the area and are forbidden by law to work underground.
The Miners' Branch and the Women's
Collective of the Communist Party of
Australia on the south coast have been
campaigning to some effect to have this
law repealed. Of the population over
15 years of age, 75 % have no qualifications. Any reduction in the jobs
available to them is a matter of major
concern. Between 1970 and 1980
total employment at AI&S rose by
6%. These new jobs were, however, all
in professional or sub-professional cate-·
gories. The number of jobs for general
labourers actually decreased by 2%.
With the introduction of depreciation
allowances in the last budget BHP
has been given the incentive by the
Fraser government to further rationalise
its national organisation, providing for
the possible closure of small steel
plants like Kwinana, the introduction of
labour-saving capital investment and.. a
further reduction in the number of jobs
for unqualified workers.
Coking coal is essential to the steel
industry and the rapid depletion of
reserves
threatens
the
long-term
economic viability of the region and
future prospects of employment for
those presently living and working in
Wollongong. Because BHP's major
profits now come from oil and gas
production and, increasingly, coal
exports, BHP itself may not be

overly perturbed by a depletion of coking coal stocks in the region.

JOB

safety. The rush to rip coal out has
caused a dramatic increase in fatalities
and injuries in the coal industry . Between 1970 and 1979 the number of
lost-time accidents in the NSW coalmining industry more than doubled,
rising from 140· to 309 accidents per
million hours worked. The number of
lost-time accidents per million hours
worked is higher now than it was in
1955. During 1978-9 there were approximately 10 000 accident claims in a
workforce of about 16 000.
In the CRA Darkes Forest and Coalcliff coal pits, 1116 accidents were
reported over a 30-week period in
1979-80. These pits employ about
1000 workers, giving an a~erage of
slightly more than one accident per
worker over a period of 71h. months.
Toward the end of 1979, a disaster
at Appin Colliery, owned by BHP,
took the lives of fourteen miners. Dr
Andrew Hopkins of the University of
New South Wales, in a recently completed study, claimed that the disaster
was directly attributable to the
operation of the production bonus
system. According to Hopkins the
bonus system encourages workers to
cut corners in order to maintain or
increase production.

EFFECTS ON

the environment. There are a number of
environmental consequences for the
Wollongong region as a result of the
rapid increase in coal production. A
report prepared by the New South
Wales Department of Environment
and Planning indicates that the Wran
government may decide to permit coal
mining inside and under National Parks
in selective enclaves. Opposition to
these plans has come from a wide range
of groups and individuals which includes
trade unionists, environmentalists, and
parliamentarians such as south coast
MHR Stewart West, the federal opposition spokesperson on the environment.
Environmental problems are posed
by the disposal of large volumes of coal
wash and mine water. AI&S is planning
to turn the only open space in the
suburb of Cringila into its next coal
wash and slag disposal dump. The proposed site is behind the local primary
school. Residents fear that the remaining open spaces in the district will be
earmarked for future slag heaps. There
Continued page 28
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WOLLONGONG
is now an urgent need for proper
planning, with the community interest as a first priority, to ensure
satisfactory disposal of waste or alternatively to make use of the waste in
electricity generation.
The Cringila coal wash dump will
mean 640 truck journeys a day for three
to five years through a working class ·
residential area. These truck movements
will join the 1200 daily return trips
already made through the district
by coal trucks carrying export coal to
the coal loader.
The notorious Mt Ousley Road, the
main linkage road which runs down the
precipitous escarpment overlooking
Wollongong, is referred to as 'death
mountain' road in the local newspaper.
Just over two years ago coal trucks were
involved in accidents which claimed
six lives in one week. The CRA collieries alone will put more than 600 coal
trucks down the Mt Ousley Road
when in full production.

AREGIONAL

strategy. There is much to be gained
from slowing down the rate of extraction of coal from the region. At
stake is the conservation of jobs in the
mining and steel industries, the safety
of the work environment, and the halting of the acceleration of environmental decline in the region. Other
crucial gains to the community .could
be derived from the higher real prices
for coal which will be obtained with
a slower rate of extraction as a result
of the soaring price of oil and growth
in the demand for coal. These gains to
the community could be won if the
national government were to supertax the enormous profits of the mining
companies and use those taxes to create
useful jobs· and to invest in new industries for the region. Such a scenario
will not be possible with the present
Fraser government in power. Nor could
a national ALP government be expected
to initiate such a programme unless put
under a great deal of pressure from the
workers and the wider community.
The people of Wollongong have not
fared well under the ALP state government. In such strong ALP areas as
Newcastle and Wollongong regionalist
criticisms have remained unvoiced
except by local non-ALP independent
centre politicians. These critics do not
come from or represent the working
class and are described by many locals as
being 'Liberal' politicians. Frank Arkell,
the independent Mayor of Wollongong,
who missed out on the state seat of
Wollongong by just 51 votes, plays the
regional game most skilfully. In his
campaigning Arkell concentrates on
28 Chain Reaction

unemployment, coal transportation, and authority for Port Kembla. The task
the deteriorating quality of life, blaming force has just received a ·$30 000 grant
the crisis in Wollongong on the state from the state government and has combureaucrats in Sydney.
missioned the Illawarra Regional InThe left has now begun to develop formation Service to carry out a study
a regional strategy in confronting on ways in which the port can be
the threats to employment, commerce, successfully upgraded and both tonand the quality of life and the environ- nages and employment increased. It is
ment in the Wollongong region. The hoped that the results of the study can
best example to date of a regionalist be used to lobby the state governapproach in action is the Port Kembla ment to inject much-needed funds into
Task Force. In July 1980 the Wollon- port improvements.
gong Workers Research Centre completed
The political dangers of regionalism
a report for the Port Kembla branch of are very real. Progressive forces run the
the Waterside Workers Federation on risk of co-option and class compromise,
the bypassing of Port Kembla. General and there is always the risk that the well
cargo tonnages to the port have been being of workers in one region will be
declining rapidly over the last decade, promoted above that of workers in
and with them the jobs of waterside another. If the left is to succeed in
workers. The report outlined this breaking the domination of regionalist
decline and in June 1980 was published politics by centre politicians, by inby the WWF. A public meeting was sisting that it, more than real estate
called at the launching of the report speculators and shopkeepers, has the
and at the meeting an interim com- right to speak for the community, then
mittee was established to set up a port the left's attitude to independent
task force committee. This action councillors, and the class forces they
is important for two reasons; firstly, represent, will be a crucial factor. If
the regional nature of the appeal to a regionalist strategy based on class
reverse the degeneration of the port, alliances is to be used successfully the
and secondly, the class composition left must ensure that it does not become
of the task force itself.
the junior partner in such an alliance.
The labour movement has the A high degree of job militancy must be
numbers on the committee but despite retained and the normal day-to-day
this the petite bourgeoisie are well struggles continued. As well, unions,
resented. The owners of the 170 manu- progressive citizens' groups and left
facturing shops in the region which political parties must learn to deal with
employ less than four people, together the regional issues in a politically
with the retailers, the owners of small creative way.
stevedoring companies, and the assorted
The signs are that this is beginning
self-employed make up the middle to happen. The development of the
class in Wollongong. Along with the Port Kembla Task Force, the work of
working class, which is bearing the the South Coast branch of the Combrunt of the recession this traditional munist Party of Australia around coal
petite bourgeoisie is also feeling the production and transportation, and the
pinch. Noticeably absent from the emergence of community health action
committee are those who hold real groups suggest ·that the left in Woleconomic power and whose decisions longong is coming to grips with the
largely shape the future and nature strategies and organisational requireof the district. BHP, the major user ments for an effective regional moveof the waterfront, is absent despite ment.
invitation, as are the other major
users, the coal companies. Port Kembla
Task Force, then, is a coalition of
representatives of sections of the
working class and of the petite bourgeoisie. Their main target is the state
Contacts: Wollongong Workers' Research
government and to a lesser extent the Centre,
PO Box 84, Thirroul, NSW 2514.
national government.
Tel: (042) 29 3611 or (042) 67 3810.
The task force has set about negotiating contracts for the port in non- fllawarra Health Consumers' Association,
Barbara Quintrell, 45 Morrison A venue,
steel and coal exports. Steel and coal c/Wombarra, NSW 2512. Tel:(042) 67 3747
comprise 70-80% of exports from the (home).
port but they represent bulk tonnages
and their handling is highly mechanised. Port Kembla Task Force c/- Alderman
Peter Morton, Wollongong City Council,
Other exports may provide greater Burelli
Street, Wollongong, NSW 2500.
employment opportunities for water- Tel: (042) 29 9111.
side workers. All the ports in New
South Wales are controlled by the Mari- Further reading Coal... Our Region's Wealth,
time Services Board, but the task force Whose Profit? Communist Party of Australia,
South Coast District, 1982. Available (free)
is considering campaigning for the from:
CPA, 12 Station Street, Wollongong,
establishment of an independent port NSW, 2500.

RoxbyDowns
house held an inquiry conducted by
the Select Committee of the Legislative
On 3 March 1982 an innocent-sounding Council on Uranium Resources. Friends
bill was presented to the South Aus- of the Earth gave extensive evidence to
tralian parliament . It was titled An Act
to ratify and approve a certain Indentu~e
between the State of South Australuz
and others; to make specific provision
for Local Government in relation to a
part of the State subject to the Indenture· and for other purposes. It continu~d 'This Act may be cited as the
Roxby Downs (Indenture Ratification)
A ct, J 982 .' This bill could be the
excuse the South Australian government uses to hold an election on the
Roxby Downs uranium project, about
mid-August this year.
The Roxby Downs uranium project
has had a troubled history. Discovered
by Western Mining Corporation (WMC)
in 1978, the large copper/gold/uranium/
rare earth deposit was trumpeted by
the Liberal Party as the solution to
South Australia's economic woes. WMC
has been more cautious about the project's potential. Copper grades in the
deposit are actually quite low compared
to WMC's own Benambra deposit in the
Victorian alps, and uranium ore-grades
are very low indeed. WMC and Roxby
partner BP have however said rep~atedly
that they will not proceed with ~he
u project unless they are able t? mme
~ and
sell the uranium. An illogical
S: stance given the present, and probable
future uranium spot-price of about Diamond drilling rig, Roxby Downs
$US23 per pound ($US46 per kilogram) during a visit by SA Select Committee
barely covers production costs.
on Uranium Resources.
The fall of the Labor state government removed formal opposition to the ROXBY DOWNS
mining of uranium at Roxby. However,
in order for the project to go ahead, an
Roxby Downs.A.
'indenture bill' would have to be passed
to define the relationship between the
AWoomera
South Australian government and t~e
joint venturers (WMC a~d BP) ov~r basic
infrastructure. The Liberals failed to
gain control of both houses of parliaI
ment in the 1980 elections. The balance
of power in the upper house is hel~ by
lone Australian Democrat, Lance Milne,
whose party's opposition to uranium i~,
if anything, stronger than that of his
ALP colleagues. *
In order to defuse the issue the upper
* Australian Democrat member of the lower
house and most vocal critic of the Roxby
Downs indenture bill in the lower house,
Robin Mz1lhouse announced his resignation
in April to become a South Australian supreme
court judge.

By John Hallam

John Hallam researches the nuclear fuel
cycle with Friends of the Earth Collingwood.

the inquiry arguing that there would be
no market for Rox by uranium.
After eighteen months deliberation,
and under intense pressure from the
Liberal government, the inquiry split
straight down the middle, producing a
'majority' report by its government
members (favouring development of the
nuclear fuel cycle in South Australia,
in the form of an enrichment plant,
the development of the Honeymoon
and Beverley in-situ leaching projects,
and Roxby), and two minority reports
opposing mining by the ALP and Democrat members.
It is clear from the terms of the
indenture that the Rox by Downs project
will not pull South Australia out of its
economic slump. No royalties are envisaged from it until at least 1985-7.
The royalty arrangements are unbelievably complicated. In contrast only one
page of the indenture i.s devoted . to the
environment most of it preventmg the
minister co~cerned from placing too
onerous environmental safeguards on
the project.
On 29 March 1982 the lower house
established an all-parties Select Committee of Inquiry into the Indenture
Bill. The committee was to have taken
submissions and evidence from the
public and reported back to parliament
by I June.
Clause 3 of the indenture bill is the
real election trigger. According to it,
if the indenture has not been ratified
by 30 June 1982 it will become null
and void leaving 'WMC and BP back
where th~y started. It seems unlikely
that the ALP and Democrats will allow
the bill through the upper house. It is
possible that they will send it back with
substantial amendments, such as a
clause forbidding the sale of uranium
from Roxby. Environment groups such
as FOE are presently lobbying to prevent
the bill from being passed in any form.
The South Australian government has
threatened an election if the bill is not
passed. With the 14-15 May occupation
of Honeymoon the stakes in such an
election are higher. If the Liberals were
to lose, uranium mining in South
Australia could be permanently halted.
Action: People in South Australia sh<!uld
contact their upper house representatives,
and make known their opposition to the
Roxby project as soon as possible.
Contact: Ally Fricker, FOE Port Pirie; John
Hallam FOE Collingwood (addresses see
p 2); ;r C.Af!E, ;!10 Angas Street, Adelaide,
SA, 5000, Tel: (07) 223 6917.
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that she must have invited the harassment, and inferior and helpless in a
situation which allows her only to act
defensively. When sexual harassment
takes place at the workplace it evokes
all these feelings and naturally such
feelings adversely affect a woman's
attitudes to her work.
Sexual harassment at work affects
women on two levels. Firstly, it places
a strain and tension on women from
which men are free. It forces them to
develop certain styles of behaviour
especially to deal with it. This behaviour
is usually seen critically by other
workers and reinforces attitudes that
women are not serious members of the
workforce.
Secondly,
sexual
harassment
communicates to a woman that she
is seen merely as a sexual object and not
taken seriously as a worker or accredited with the personal respect that
male workers command from their
workmates or supervisors. Thus her
confidence in her own value as a w~rker
is undermined. This depletion in selfconfidence makes it doubly difficult
for women to fight for their rights as
workers, for if they undervalue their
own work they are less likely to demand
increased pay rates, to apply for promotion, or to fight for improvements in
their own work conditions.
When the question of sexual harassment is raised it is often laughed off as
'just a bit of fun' but that misses the
point. Any sexual activity which is enjoyable to all parties concerned is
obviously not harassment. It is to be
expected that where people work
closely together sexual relationship's will
develop between C?-workers. However,
sexual harassment IS often shrugged off
and deliberately confused with mutual
sexual activity to disguise the fact
that it exists at all. To prevent this
form of denial from confusing the issue
and undermining its importance to
women's rights we require a clear and
precise definition of what constitutes
sexual harassment in the workforce.
The ACTU Working Women's Centre
has provided the following definition
to ensure that cases can be clearly
identified:
Any verbal or physical conduct of a sexual
nature constitutes sexual harassment when:
(1) it is unsolicited, repeated and unwelcome,
or

when submission to such conduct is
implicitly or explicitly a term or condition
of an individual's employment, or
(3) when submission to such conduct is
implicitly or ex:vlicitly a term or condition
for decisions which would affect promotion,
salary or any other job condition, or
(4) when such behaviour creates an intimidating, hostile or offensive work environment tor one or more employees.
With rising unemployment women
are more and more vulnerable to sexual
harassment at work. Employers are
able to vet female staff to see if they are
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THE FIRST STEP IN A CAMPAIGN
WOULD BE TO HA VE CLAUSES
INCLUDED IN AWARDS BETWEEN
UNIONS AND MANAGEMENT WHICH
WOULD STATE CLEARLY THAT
SEXUAL HARASSMENT WILL NOT
BE TOLERATED IN THE WORKPLACE AND THAT PUNITIVE MEASURES WILL BE TAKEN AGAINST
THE OFFENDER:

likely to be sexually cooperative
before appointing them to the job.
As the job market becomes tighter
women are often left little choice but
to comply with requests.
In most cases, when women are
faced with sexual harassment at work
their only recourse is to leave the job, to
report the incident to higher level management, or to lay criminal charges of
assault .
If a woman chooses to leave her job
she does so without any 'visible' reason
thus damaging her employment record
and decreasing her chances of reemployment. Even if a woman tells her
prospective employer of the reason
for quitting her previous job she is more
than likely to be considered in a bad
light.
Since most wome in the workforce are unskilled workers their
harassers are often males who are more
skilled or in a position of authority.
Therefore, if a woman reports an
incident to management she risks her
job, for even if management believe
her it is often easier for them to replace
an unskilled female than a highly skilled
or authority-holding male. In a case
reported to the Working Women's
Centre, top-level management had
repeated complaints from young women
about one of their supervisors.
Eventually they agreed to take some
action but the action which they took
was to stop putting young women in
the particular area affected. Hence job
opportunities
for
women
were
decreased whilst the offender remained
in his position. Management are usually
male and therefore tend to view the
situation with sympathy for the inale.
Even if they don't, they may find it
embarrassing to raise the matter with a
male and it is often much easier to
dispense with the woman who is complaining.
The only other avenue open to
women faced with sexual harassment is
to lay criminal charges of assault. This
recourse is available only when a crime
has been committed and most harassment at work is not covered by a
criminal definition of assault. High unemployment rates have meant that
leaving a job is no longer a viable solution to minor incidents of sexual

harassment . Consequently many women
faced daily by an offender try to put
a smile onto an intolerable situation
and are seen therefore to be encouraging it. If behaviour then ensues which
is covered by criminal law she has little
chance of winning her case.
However, once an assault takes place
and is reported to the police, women are
subjected to a whole new area of harassment as their case moves through the
clumsy legal structures. This recourse
will often lead to a verdict of not
guilty, leaving the plaintiff feeling
personally cheated and socially foolish.
Some time ago, The Age reported a
case in which the offender was
acquitted because the magistrate 'was
not satisifed beyond reasonable doubt
that the man had formed the necessary
intention to be convicted of the
offences'. The man in question had
returned drunk to his office after
attending a party, ' ... forced Ms Bruce
back against a desk, leant against her
and attempted to kiss her neck.' The
magistrate said, as he dismissed the
charges of assault , 'to prove intent, the
prosecution would have had to prove
that Mr Ellis was aware of what he was
doing and that he was aware that Ms
Bruce did not consent.'
This example clearly shows just how
biased and inadequate the current legal

Opposition to any formal protection of cases of sexual harassment
is often based on a fear that women will
use the protection unjustly to get themselves out of a 'sticky situation'. False
burglaries are reported to recoup
insurance, but that is never seen as a
reason to have no legislation covering
theft. This excuse is as baseless as its
counterpart (that it is all harmless
fun), and has no more validity.
Some unions have in fact introduced
policy and guidelines for dealing with
the problem, and its recognition as an
industrial issue is becoming generally
accepted as its insertion into the ACTU
Working Women's Charter clearly demonstrates.
In Australia so far no legislation
specifically covers the problem. It is
imperative that legislation is introduced
which clearly states that sexual harassment is sex discrimination and that
guidelines are set up which hold the
employer responsible and liable for any
damages claimed.
It is only when employers are threatened with financial loss as a result of
complaints that they will take any
serious steps to avert the problem. In
the meantime it is vital that trade
unions examine the problem carefully
As common as flies ... and if you open
your eyes you'll see it. Legislate and and devise policy and implement
structures which will ensure the
exterminate.
protection of their members.
Contact: ACTU Working Women's Centre,

structure is and what little protection it
offers even from cases of harassment
which fall into the 'assault' category.
Although the incidence of sexual
harassment is an inherent part of the
social relations of power between
men and women, there is much that
can be done to alleviate the problem
and to increase women's awareness
that it can be fought against . In so
doing there will be a general raising
of consciousness about the nature of
women's social role, and the fight
against sexual harassment itself will
become an integral part of the broader
struggle for women's equality.
In order to provide protection
against sexual harassment in the workforce we need to campaign for structures to be established which will
provide recourse outside the criminal
law and which will include all cases.
The first step in such a campaign
would be to have clauses included
in awards between unions and management which would state clearly that
sexual harassment will not be tolerated
in the workplace and that punitive
measures will be taken against any
offenders.

258 Flinders Lane, Melbourne, Vic 3000.
Tel: (03) 6541228
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SUBSCRIBERS
Write to Robyn Carter, Chain
Reaction Room 14, Floor 4,
37 Swanston St, Melbourne,
Vic 3000.
FOE MEMBERS
Please write advising your
local FOE group. See list on
page 2.
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Film

CITIZEN ACCESS TO
THE COURTS
Class actions, standing to sue in the
public interest and the Law Reform
Commission.

Pesticides and Pills: For Export Only.
Part 2: Pharmaceuticals. Produced by
Robert Richler, 16mm, colour, 57
minutes. Available from Kate Short,
Australian Consumers Association .
28 -30 Queen St, Chippendale,
NSW 2008, Tel: (02) 698 9200.

By Rob Robotham
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In the article
ment in Chain Reaction 21 it was
stated that two youths suffered
permanent brain damage after an
accident in Melbourne in September
1981. In fact the youths died several
days after the accident, from massive
brain damage caused by exposure
to the industrial solvent trichloroethylene.
At the inquest in February
1982 the coroner described the
incident as 'alarming and disturbing'. He said there was ' a complete
disregard for each of the specific
safety regulations'. A Health Commission officer had earlier told the
inquest of numerous breaches of the
Labour and Industry regulations at
the factory. Despite this evidence,
and the scathing and lengthy criticism by the coroner, no charges
have been laid against anyone over
the deaths.
In a speech on industrial health
and safety prior to the inquest, Mr
Bob Hawke had called for a charge
of manslaughter to be laid against
the factory manager.
Although trichloroethylene baths
similar to those in which the youths
died are in common use throughout
industry, there has been no attempt
by government, employers, or unions
to tighten controls on the use of the
baths.

For the world's media the events at the
Three Mile Island (TMI) nuclear reactor,
on 28 March 1979, were a nine-day
wonder. However for the residents of
the Harrisburg area the accident is an
ongoing nightmare.
Three years after the accident that
crippled the reactor, the owners, Metropolitan Edison (Met Ed), are still trying
to clean up the radioactive mess. About
twice a week technicians dressed in
protective clothing break the airlock
and enter the contaminated building.
Although they have had some success
in decontaminating water in the reactor
the difficult task of removing damaged
fuel from the core is yet to come.
The first job will be to insert a television
camera into the core to inspect the extent of the problem. It's far too radioactive for any person to go in there
and it will all have to be done by
remote control. The clean-up is expected
to last until at least 1986.
But Met Ed has even bigger financial
problems. It has about $A94.5 million
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:;: be an ASOC Antarctic educational
feature in this edition. The feature
will be an 8 page supplement to
Chain Reaction 29.

Looking northeast over Three Mile
Island. Unit 2 cooling towers and
containment building foreground.

left of the $A3 l 5 million it received
from its insurance policy. At least
another $A 735 million is required to
finish the task. The nuclear industry
has offered some help. The federal
government has also promised aid,
although Congress might object. But
whatever happens the taxpayer and
consumer will continue to pay the
ultimate costs as power rates and local
taxes rise. Since the accident Met Ed's
rates have increased 70%.
Meanwhile Met Ed are trying to get
Unit 1 restarted, despite strong opposition from local residents. As one resident
said of Met Ed's handling of the accident,
'They blew it. I would not believe
anything they say now!' On 7 January
1982 a US Court of Appeals decided in
a 2-1 decision that the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission cannot permit the restart
of Unit 1 until the psychological impact
of the accident on the population surrounding the plant has been adequately
assessed. In an 11 January 1982 special
issue of Inside NRC published by
McGraw-Hill, the Appeals Court decision was referred to as having the potential 'of not only significantly delaying
the restart of (Unit I) but also introducing a new and complex element
into NRC licensing proceedings.'
To make matters worse for Met Ed,
investigations show that almost onethird of the heat exchange tubes in Unit
I are leaking or faulty. It is estimated
that the tubes will take 6-12 months
to be repaired or replaced.
As we go to press, on 18 May, a nonbinding referendum is being held in
Dauphin and Cumberland counties,
Pennsylvania to gauge residents' reactions to restarting Unit I. This will be
the first time that TMI area residents
have an official way to express their
view on this issue.
Contact: PANE Inc. for more information
about the psychological stress issue. PO
Box 268, Middletown, PA 17057, USA.
Rob Robotham is the Radiation Protection
Officer at Melbourne University and a long
time anti-uranium/nuclear activist.

guide for a drug has warnings and
lists dangerous effects the guide in,
say, Brazil makes the same drug
sound like a lolly.
A representative from Ciba-Geigy,
'the
multinational which
markets
Clioquinol, and the head of an international professional organisation of
pharmacists are interviewed. Their
explanations of these deceitful methods
are a wonder to behold.
· The film is factual, interestingly
presented, and compelling watching.
A little background information connecting the apparently massive need
for medicine in Third World countries,
with the need for better housing,
public health facilities, sanitation,
and clean water would have been useful. Even if a code of conduct for
multinationals can be established to
prevent these marketing practices it
would only be touching the surface
of the problem.
Serena Zwang
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Books
Test-tube Babies - A guide to moral
questions, present tech~ques and future
African worker spraying DDT to wipe
possibilities edited by William Walters
out tse-tse fly.
and Peter Singer. Oxford University
Press, 1982, 165 pages, $7 .95 (soft
This film is a fascinating document- cover).
ation of the marketing techniques of
multinationals in selling hazardous Test-Tube Babies is a frustrating book.
medicines. It clearly illustrates the It raises many important questions but
ready availability of such drugs, presents a disappointingly narrow and
across the counter, in Third World inadequate discussion of the issues incountries, and shows that safe- volved.
The book begins with a clear explanguards are non-existent .
Clioquinol is one example. Sold in ation of the technical and legal aspects
Australia as Entero-Vioform, for use of the 'test-tube baby', or in vitro fertilas a treatment for diarrhoea and ization (IVT) and embryo transfer (ET)
stomach disorders, it has very serious techniques. It also, quite appropriately,
and dangerous effects. The drug relates the personal experiences of two
was banned in Japan after it caused couples in the Melbourne IVT prosub-acute
myelo-optic
neuropathy gramme . Most of the guide, a compilation
(Smon) or, more simply put, crippling of fourteen separate contributions, con-'
and blindness. This drug is marketed cerns itself with ethical questions, parin the Third World with no warnings ticularly those of concern to the christian
or doctors' presdiptions, by the same church. Given the amount of space
company which had to pay compen- devoted to these questions - the moral
sation to the Japanese victims of status of the embryo, whether the use
of IVT constitutes an attack on the
Smon.
Doctors have to rely for drug in- integrity of procreative processes (vis-aformation on standard prescribing vis the christian view that a child is the
guides which are published in the embodiment of love between a husband
form of a directory in each country. and wife), and whether humans should
The film compares listings for the seek to create life artificially (given the
same drugs from the guides of christian view that life is a gift bestowed
different countries. Where the USA by God) - the reader could be forgiven

for thinking that these are the only
issues of concern associated with IVT
and ET.
Too little attention is paid to the
question of whether we should be directing such substantial medical resources
to the IVT programme. The editors
acknowledge that 'there are powerful
institutional barriers to an ideally
rational ordering of medical expenditure'
but this statement can hardly be regarded
as an adequatejustificationforcontinuing
to support the status quo.
A similarly pragmatic and, I would
suggest, inadequate position is taken on
the question of surrogate motherhood.
IVT and ET now make it possible for
a 'surrogate mother' to be hired to
incubate a child which genetically is the
offspring of another couple (who do the
hiring). Alan Rassaby, the contributor
of this chapter, argues that the 'social
service' factor of surrogacy legitimates
it, and that all society need do is carefully legislate to control the procedure,
ensuring privacy, a minimum fee, etc.
Whilst he recognises that some women
could be coerced into the role of surrogate through poverty or unemployment,
he states that some people may prefer
this type of exploitation to poverty.
The editors add that perhaps surrogacy
would be more fulfilling than 'activities
such as monotonous factory labour or
even prostitution'! Will scientific 'progress' lead us to two classes of women,
with one class paying the others to
Chain Reaction 35
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incubate?
The treatment of the surrogate
mother issue highlights a number of
shortcomings in this 'guide to moral
questions'. There is no attention paid to
the feminist critique which voices
opposition to the increasing degree to
which control of reproductive processes
is being taken over by a patriarchal
medical profession. There is also no
attempt to locate the development of
IVT and ET within the context of
scientific 'progress' and to analyse its
development
and possible future
impacts in the way other critics have
attempted to come to grips with the
consequences of 'high' techµology.
The spectre of another industrial
revolution, the industrialization of
birth, haunts us. If IVT techniques are
used in conjunction with the now
rapidly developing genetic engineering
techniques, the most serious moral
question we should be addressing is:
Can our humanity survive?
Luisa Macmillan

such as colds and allergies, heart pain,
circulatory disorders, digestive symptoms, and locally applied medicaments.
The pert.i nent physiological disturbances
and the pharmacological effects of
therapeutic substances are briefly discussed. Advice is offered . 9n simple
home remedies and warnings given of
more serious complications necessitating
medical advice. A glossary of relevant
technical terms brings the book within
the ready comprehension of the nonprofessional reader.
The Health Research Group have
made a very worthy contribution to
consumer protection and the book
deserves pride of place in every family
medicine chest.
Brian Learoyd
High Voltage Politics : the SEC and
the battle for power by Stephanie
Bunbury and Jenny Macklin. Labor
Resource Centre/Friends of the Earth,
1982, 48 pages, $1.00 (paperback).

Pills that don't work by Sidney M Wolfe,
Christopher M Coley, and the Health
Research Group. Public Citizens Health
Research Group, 1981, 221 pages,
$USA6.95 (soft cover).
Billions of dollars are spent annually in
the USA and other First World countries
on extortionately expensive, ineffective,
and sometimes toxic medicines marketed
by prestigious pharmaceutical·companies.
This book is an authoritative _directory of
over 600 such preparations. Each is
listed alphabetically under its brand
name with details of its presentation
and active ingredients. There follows a
succinct discussion of the nature of the
medicine, its intended action and the
reasons why it is ineffective. Alternative
presentations of identical drugs are
noted in a separate cross-reference
index.
The criteria for inclusion of a drug is
simply that the pharmaceuticals in
question have been rated as 'ineffective'
by either the National Research Council
of the National Academy of Sciences or
by the Federal Drug Administration.
Although the authors are responsible for
the information provided under each
entry the listing requires no judgement
to be made by them which makes the
book highly credible because of its
complete o_bjectivity.
There is, in addition, an excellent
introductory section on various groups
of drugs used to treat common illness
36 Chain Reaction
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The State Electricity Commission is
Victoria's largest public institution.
It is also in a mess. High Vo ltage Politics
is a snappy little comic book explaining
why, and what we should do about it.
The political comic book is now a
flourishing species. This is one of the
best done in Australia - clean and clear
generally, and a good size Uust right for
the back pocket of SEC overalls). It is
not a story strip a la Marvel Comics, but
handwritten text with witty drawings
to lighten the reading. This style guarantees the booklet a wide readership essential if the fledgling coalition
between SEC workers, co mmunity
groups, and environment alists is to
grow.
The election of the ALP state government committed to take serious action
on the SECY provides an unusual opportunity for this coalition to start to
redirect a major public body to the
interest of all Victorians.
High Voltage Politics is an essential
tool in this process. Read it.
Don Siemon

.,
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Farmland or Wasteland - a time to
choose by R Neil Sampson. Rodale Press,
Emmaus, Pennsylvania, 422 pages,
$USA16.95 (hard cover).
Saving soils, unlike saving forests
or
appealing
furred-and-feathered
creatures, doesn't lend itself to writing
letters to the paper, wearing badges, or
demonstrating in the streets. Yet
history clearly demonstrates the risk of
ignoring the relationships of people to
tp.e land and of the land to the people.
The neglect of the land has often been
the major factor in the fall of empires,
as testified by the once fertile Nile,
Tigres, and Euphrates valleys.
Australia, like the USA, has only
about 5% of its population living on
farms. Few votes are likely to be gained
from spending money on erosion control, and the farmers can get far more
economic return from other investments. The average age of farmers is
around 5 0 and provided the land can see
them out, why should they give a care!
In any case, 'Australia has plenty of
land and we can always knock over
another bit of bush'!
In the first half of the book, Sampson
clearly describes the magnitude and urgency of the USA problem. Urban,
industrial, and mining pressures are
removing both water and lana from
agriculture at an increasing rate. That
which is left is being cropped more
frequently and intensively than ever
before. Erosion rates now exceed those
during the 1930s when the Great
Plains turned into the 'Great Dust
Bowl'. But the impact of the problem is
presently concealed, largely through increased fertilizer use and better crop
varieties. Change the place names and
some statistics and you would have an
excellent description of the Australian
situation.
The second half of the book is
largely concerned with elucidating
soil conservation techniques, a new land
ethic, and the need for public and
federal support for soil conservation
programmes. Again, much is applicable
to Australia .
The book is both interesting and easy
to read, although the journalistic magazine style of writing may not appeal to
everyone. It also has plenty of figures
and tables to emphasize the major
points.
Ian Sargeant
Electromagnetism and Life by
Robert O Becker and Andrew A Marino.
The State University of New York Press,
Albany, NY USA. 1982, 211 pages,
$USA10.95 (soft cover).
This book deals with the history and
possible medical consequences of the
pollution of our environment by electromagnetic radiation. The book is necessarily a mixture of physics, biochemistry, and medicine, but it is
Continued on page 39
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for justice in world tea trade
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I would like you to send me _ _ poc kets of World Development Tea at
$1.30 each plus postage (250 gram hand mode basket poc ks)

I

I would like you to send me _ _ pockets of Co-cp Tea No. 2 at $1.00
each plus postage (hand mode basket poc ks)
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I would like you to send me _ _ boxes of tea bags (100 2-3 cup tea
bags to the box) at $1.90 each plus postage.
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I would like you to send me further Information about the Co-op.
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Enclosed is my cheque (money order) for $ _ _ .

NAME _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

ADDRESS _ __ __ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ __
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I would like to join the World Development Teo Co-operative and apply for
shores at $5.00 each.
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Tasmania offers special opportunities
in this field.
The University of Tasmania offers a
two-year postgraduate degree for
Master of Environmental Studies
by course-work or research, and
Doctor of Philosophy by research.

for information write to Dr R. Jones,
Centre for Environmental Studies,
University of Tasmania, GPO Box 252C,
Hobart 7001
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Chain Reaction may come out more
often. The Friends of the Earth
Australia meeting, in January this
year, asked the editors to :prepare a
special report on changes m the
format and frequency of the
magazine. After much financial
research and discussion among the
CR collective a report and
recommendation was put for
increasing the frequency from four
to six editions per year, in the
existing format.
If you would like a say YES or
NO to more frequent Chain
Reactions please post this VOTE
coupon to the Friends of the Earth
group nearest you TODAY .. (Se~ .
address list on page 2 of this edition.)
The FOE groups are to vote on
this matter by 30 June.

VOTE

Chain Reaction should move to
being published six times a year,
rather than stay at four editions.
D YES D NO (Tick one box)

(Postcode)_ _ _ __

Tel: (_ _ ) - - - - -

Hurry!

D Tick this box, if
available to help
with CR mail-out
working bees.
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FIGHT PVR LEGISLATION!
We specialise in selling non-hybrid seeds. Our range
includes many unusual or endangered species and
those suited to a Permaculture system; eg. openpollinated sweet corn, carob,amaranth, American
ginseng, jojoba , lablab bean etc.The catalogue/magazine
lists about 400 tree, hero &vegetable varieties and also
contains information on 1982 Year of the Tree Permaculture, seed growing/collecting/saving and PVR' legislation.
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• Please send me _ _ copies of Pheonix Seed Catalogue@
: $3.00 a copy (includes postage). Enclosed is cheque/money
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; Send this coupon to PHOENIX SEEDS, PO Box 9, Stanley,
, Tasmania. 7331.

Chain Reaction guarantees anonymity and the
utmost discretion to those in the Public Service and
industry wishing to pass on information in the
public interest. Our address is Chain Reaction
Room 14, Floor 4, 37 Swanston St, Melbour~e
Vic 3000 and our telephone (03) 63 5995.
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THE CAMPAIGN TO STOP

PLANT
PATENTS
AND SEED

NEEDS YOUR SUPPORT
URGENTLY

'

GAMES OF COOPERATION
FOR FAMILY, SCHOOLS
AND GROUPS
For catalogue send
30 cent stamp to
Al Rozefsky
cl- Post Office,
Merton 3715
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SEND DONATIONS TO:
National Fighting Fund
c/- Mark Cole
Free Access to Seeds Committee
First Floor, 183 Gertrude Street,
Fitzroy 3065

written in a style which will be intelligible to the lay reader who possesses
some knowledge of basic school physics.
The crux of the authors' argument is
that our society is now exposed to a
very wide range of electric and magnetic
fields from power transmission systems,
electrical equipment, and industrial
operations. (Radioactivity and high
energy-ionising radiation is not the subject of their study.) They argue that
relevant authorities in the USA have not
adequately examined the possible
hazards of environmental electromagnetic fields and have set maximum
limits far too high (10 000 microwatts
per square centimetre) compared with
limits of 1-10 microwatts per square
centimetre which have been set in the
USSR.
The authors' case is supported by a
very large number of references to scientific studies (very often carried out in
the USSR) and by a good deal of data
from their own experiments.
How valid is the authors' concern?
One message does stand out loud and
clear when this book is read . There is
at least a very strong need for extensive
research in this area. When large numbers of the public are likely to be
affected by a phenomenon, it behoves
public health authorities to exercise
particular vigilance when evidence
of possible hazards starts to emerge.
Terry Quickenden
Energy by David Crossley, Barbara
Eite and Lowana Cummin. Water
by David Cr.ossley, Barbara Eite and
John van Loon . Transport by David
Crossley, Barbara Eite and Irena Sibley.
All Greenhouse Publications Pty Ltd,
Collingwood, Victoria, 1981 , 32 pages,
$3.95 (soft cover).
These are the first three in a series of
six books dealing with problems
Western lifestyles have created for the
resources of the earth.
They pose questions for children,
suggesting that the consequences of
their actions now could cause problems
in their future - the pollution of air
and water, the depletion of resources
like coal and oil. Colourfully illustrated
and clearly presented, each book offers
concrete ways in which the reader can
help save the clean water, conserve
energy and use transport rationally.
Energy, a fairly complicated concept
for middle- and upper-primary age
children, deals with the problems associated with coal, oil and gas. The
reasons why they are becoming more
expensive, creating tensions between
the poor and rich, and the dangers to
health and countryside caused by their
use and misuse. It covers briefly the
energy sources from nature - sunlight,
wind and moving water - arguing that
time is still need'e d to work out suitable
ways of using these to replace traditional energy sources. The book provides a method to allow children to determine how much electricity each

Transport

appliance uses: a very appealing activity. Many ways of saving energy in
the home and day-to-day living are
discussed, leaving the children wHh
three further questions to answer
themselves.
The other two books follow a similar
format, each providing an experiment
to be done by the reader and three
questions dealing with changing lifestyles to be answered. I hope the last
three in the series will continue the high
standard as I am impressed by the
authors' ability to tie so many conservationist ideas within each book.
Well worth reading and thinking about
- for both adults and children.
Sue Beale
Human Scale by Kirkpatrick Sale.
Secker & Warburg, London, 1980, 558
pages, £5 .95 (soft cover).
Kirkpatrick Sale, like Alvin Toffler
(Future Shock), apparently believes that
an argument is c0nvincing in proportion
to the number of examples given to
support it. In following this dictum he
does us a disservice, for the issue he
addresses desperately needs canvassing
and he writes well, clearly, and engagingly.
Small is Beautiful succeeded in drawing attention to the inawropriateness
of the large. Smallness has advantages
ranging across technical versatility and
accessibility to the minimising of social
and personal dependencies generated by
large scale. Small mechanisms are within
the reach of people, many people, not
just elites ... which is why elites don't
like them.
Sale expands the subtle work of
Schumacher and Kohr (Schumacher's
Austrian friend and predecessor) and
presses it systematically into every corner of human undertaking. He begins
by discussing the concept of size, emphasising appropriateness, ie the 'right'
size for a particular purpose, rather than

KIRKPATRICK SALE
simply preferring small. He shows how
nature transforms structure as dimensions expand or how growth terminates
altogether once appropriate dimensions
are reached. But, in ranging over some
twenty areas where problems of scale
arise, he forgets that his audience is
likely to be both intelligent and perceptive, and hence able to make the extensions themselves.
A good book, worth buying cooperatively or borrowing from a library.
Frank Fisher
Other books worth mention:
Women and Work by Kaye Hargraves.
Penguin Books, Australia, 1982, 402
pages, $6.95 (soft cover).
Aboriginal Australians - Black responses
to white dominance 1788 - 1980 by
Richard Broome. George Allen and
Unwin, Sydney, 1982, 227 pages,
$8.95 (soft cover), $16.95 (hard cover).
The Spiral Path - A gay contribution
to human survival by David Fernbach.
Gay Men's Press, London and Alyson
Publications, Boston, 1981, 236 pages,
£UK3.75 (soft cover).
An Occupational Health and Safety
Policy for Labour by John Mathews.
Victorian Fabian Society Pamphlet 36,
$1. 00 ( soft cover) .
Massacres to Mining - The colonisation
of Aboriginal Australia by Jan Roberts.
Dove Communications, Blackburn, Victoria, 1981, 198 pages, $12.95 (soft
cover).
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Workers'

Research
Centre
PO Box 84
Thirroul
New South Wales 2515
Telephone (042) 67 3810
The centre is an independent and autonomous organisation working within
the labour movement on the south coast
of New South Wales. It aims to assist
workers to investigate their own firm,
the locality in which they live and work,
and the particular economic, political
and social problems that working
people face in the Illawarra region.
It sets out to assist trade unions,
shop floor committees, and disadvantaged groups to develop programmes
· and strategies around which to mobilise
in defence of the living standards, jobs,
and rights of their members. It aims to
assist activists within the labour movement to better understand the nature
of the current crisis. They are then
better able to formulate demands around
which to organise.
More specifically, the Wollongong
Workers' Research Centre (WRC) is
most concerned to provide information
and research skills for ongoing on-thej ob campaigns and struggles. The WRC
aims to involve officials, delegates and
rank-and-file workers in the research
process itself. It aims to assist job
activists to take research results back
to the shop floor in the form of pamphlets, booklets, slide and video showings, meetings, discussion groups, or any
other means.
The centre works with organisations
with similar aims. In particular it hopes
to foster close working relations with
the Newcastle Trade Union Research
Centre, the Hunter Social Research
the
Sydney TransCo-operative,
National Co-op, research departments of
trade unions, workers' and women's
health centres, and Aboriginal, migrant,
and women's resource and research
centres. While seeking close and cordial
40 Chain Reaction

relations with international, national,
and state organisations with similar
interests, the centre retains its autonomy.
The Workers' Research Centre seeks
affiliation from trade unions and other
organisations, particularly on the south
coast. Only organisations which support
the aims of the WRC are able to affiliate,
and then subject to the approval of the
WRC committee. Branches of political
parties are welcome to affiliate, although research cannot be undertaken
for them. Trade unions and other
organisations wi$hing to involve the
WRC in a project are normally expected to affiliate to the organisation.
Where appropriate, studies and investigations undertaken by the Wollongong
WRC are made available to the community. The WRC attempts to use local
mass media. The WRC committee
reserves the right to decline requests
for assistance. Affiliated organisations
and individual subscribers receive
all publications and notices.
Power in the WRC resides with
the general meeting of subscribers and
representatives from affiliated organisations and unions. General meetings are
held at the end of each report/investigation or as the committee sees fit. Annual
general meetings are held at the beginning of each year. At these, officers and
committee are elected. Only subscribers
and representatives from affiliated
unions/organisations may vote. An
affiliated organisation is entitled to send
three representatives to the general
meetings. Only those present may vote:
one person, one vote.
The committee of the WRC includes
the president, secretary, treasurer, assistant secretary, and seven others. It
retains the power to co-opt. Committee
members are subscribers or representatives from affiliated organisations.
The centre is financed through
affiliation, individual subscriptions, and
donation . The annual affiliation fee
for t:rade unions is $25.00 minimum;
for other organisations it is $10.00
minimum. Subscriptions for wage earners
are $10.00 minimum, and for pensioners,
unemployed, students, housewives $5 .00
minimum.
Costs incurred in the course of research and intervention projects are
met, where appropriate, by the organisations concerned .
Reports published by the centre
since 1979 include The Hospital Corporation of Australia, The Proposed Port
Kembkl Loader and the Transportation
of Coal on the South Coast, The
Boomtown Cuts: Local Government
in Wollongong ls There a Crisis in
the Steel Industry? and Taking on
BHP: A History of the Transfield
Dispute .
For further information, enquiries
should be addressed to: The Secretary,
Wollongong Workers' Research Centre.
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Riverina College
ofAdvanced Education

* Top instruction
* No experience

needed
* fro m $30 per day
UIViSION O.F CONTINUIN G EDUCATION
Multi Med ia

WILD ERNESS
EXPED ITIONS

CORRESPONDENCE COURSES
Study in the privacy and comfort of you r o wn home

PO Box 755 Cooma NSW 2630
Phone (02) 90 688 1
(0648) 21 5 87

THE WONDERFUL WORLD OF HERBS
Course includes:
An int uitive look at herbs; Salad
Herbs and he rbal beverages; Hist ory
of herbs; Th e planting of you r herb
garden; Medi cinal he rbs ; Lesserknown pl ants and their properties, etc.

- - - - - - - - - - -- -- -Please se nd me a free broch ure of yo ur
u ni que outdoor adventures
Na m e ~ -- - - - - - -- - - - - - - - ~
Ad d ress _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
~

SOLAR ENERGY
In t roduction to basic physics of solar energy. Desi gn
and con struction of a solar energy abso rber panel.
Social / politi ca l polici es surround ing the ene rgy problem. Colour slides - tapes - texts, etc.

Bicycle

OTHER COURSES AVAILABLE
BY CORRESPONDENCE

Northern

Children 's literature ; Using Italian in Australia; Using
Vietnamese in Australia; Planning and starting a new
Business; Stress and personal Development; Health
massage (by video cassette) ; Effect ive job searching;
Bridging mathematics (for returning to study);
Computer programming (for beginners); Getting
through to kids - a story-telling approach; Hydroponics (for the home gardener); Returning to study .
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N.SW.

We specialize in quality, low cost bicycle tours . Our
thoughtfully designed trips go through interesting and
scenic regions of Tasmania, Victoria, and NSW.
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Please rush me further information on the following
courses:
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Name : . . . . . . . . .... .. .... . ... .. · ·
Address: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Send to : The Secretary , In stitute of Ad ul t Ed ucation ,
Goul burn Cam pus , Rive rina CAE ,
McD e rmott Dr ive, Goul burn, NSW 2580.
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During August/September our popular 5 day tour in
t he beautiful Li smore/ Murwillumbah area has 3
departures. All tours use a support vehicle.
Contact us ford" REE BROCHU RE.
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Harrington's
Bicycle Tou rs
PO Box 234
Belgrave , Vic. 3 160
Tel: (03) 755 1340 (2 - 7 PM)
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The Tasmanian Wilderhess Society is fighting desperat~ly
: to prevent the flooding of the South-West and the Franklin
I River. But for it to succeed it needs a flood of its own. Money
I to help meet the costs of the campaign to save this priceless
I national asset. Please help. The need-, is urgent. Send your
• donation to the Tasmanian Wilderness Society, 129 Bathurst :
Street, Hobart 7000. Name
j
Address
Postcode
I
I

I
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If you would like to claim tax deductibility for your donation send it to the Australian
Conservation Foundation. 6728 Glenferrie Road. Hawthorn 3122. indicating a preference
that the funds be granted to the Tasmanian Wilderness Society
AD3
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